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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK  

 

“When a culture vanishes, humanity is the loser.”  

― Rohinton Mistry, Family Matters 

 

And that is why we hold on to our culture so dearly here in Milonee. I came to this country in 

1995 and joined Milonee committee that same year. It still had the essence of a large family.  

Milonee was created way before that by a small group of Bengalis as a platform to practice and 

promote Bengali traditions, customs and culture.  We have evolved and grown since then.  

This year we started with Saraswati Puja. We had an outstanding attendance from the community. 

With the help of our younger generation we organized a coat drive and donated the warm clothes to 

the Denver Rescue Mission.  This was a baby step in giving back to the larger community of Colorado.  

We revived our summer cultural event ‘Srabon shandhya’ (held on July 25
th

 2015) where we had a 

fantastic Rabindra Sangeet / Folk performance by Iman Chakraborty along with local performances. 

We invited the Bangladesh community in our summer event and they participated with much 

enthusiasm.  

I am sure the community members noticed that the Milonee website went through a complete 

makeover and has a brand new look-n-feel!  

In celebrating Durga puja so far away from home we try to bring a slice of Bengal to you during our 2 

day celebrations here in Colorado.  We have been successful since the last few years to bring famous 

artists from Kolkata who have entertained us immensely. We are proud to present the famous Bangla 

Band Bhoomi along with Lakhan Das Baul and Kinjal Chattapadhyay during Durga Puja this year.  I 

hope you will enjoy their performance and make it a very successful event.  We will also celebrate 

Lakshmi Puja on the 31
st
 of October this year.  

 

Maya Angelou, my favorite poet said:  

 “It is time for parents to teach young people early on that in diversity there is beauty and there is 

strength.” 

 

I am happy to see that in addition to parents, Milonee instills a strong sense of Bengali culture, builds 

a sense of responsibility and fosters kinship among our next generation. They learn to respect diversity 

and are proud of their heritage, their roots.   The shifting sands of time through which we live will 

shape our kids. For them Milonee is the platform where the marriage happens between the Occident 

and the Orient.  They participate in the Durga Pujo cultural program, play basketball, volunteer at our 

events and develop a lifetime bond amongst themselves. Cultural influences cannot be measured; they 

can only be seen through the traces they leave behind. You will see this in their thoughts in the 

magazine this year. The cover page of our magazine has been done by our very own Josh 

Moulick.  Josh has given back to us such a beautiful gift. Some of our kids have left the state to pursue 

education elsewhere but I think they take a part of Milonee with them in wherever they go. They will 

reflect on their upbringing, their ties to Milonee in music, arts, culture and their belief in the confluence 

of east and west.   

  

On a personal note during this one year tenure I have suffered a personal loss. My mother left for her 

final abode in May. I am still going through the grieving process but I could not have been functional 

without the support of the community members.  They have helped me tremendously to accept this 

loss and carry on with my duties at work, home and for Milonee.  This is the beauty of having a 

community like Milonee. We have a home away from home where you can share your happiness and 

sorrows with fellow community members.  

http://www.google.ch/url?url=http://cliparts.co/tattoo-border-designs&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0CBoQwW4wAWoVChMIprv_kbiSyAIVy10aCh3pRwFK&usg=AFQjCNHJgj46jYeqwNuxpKh9fx9pVwLA8A
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I have been very lucky to have a wonderful and talented team of Committee members.  Every team 

member worked tirelessly to make each event successful.  They took ownership and pride and worked 

with a lot of enthusiasm.  

I feel honored and humbled to have served as a president of this esteemed organization.  I have learnt 

a lot and have grown as an individual.  Memories were created during this one year that I will go back 

to.  The help and support that the community provided to our team has been overwhelming.  On 

behalf of the committee I would like to thank each one of the donors who contributed so generously 

towards the Milonee fund. I would like to thank the previous committee for extending their support to 

us at every step of the way.  If I have succeeded as a president the credit goes to the entire team. The 

failure is mine and I take responsibility for that. 

As I am ready to pass on the baton to the next President I wish Milonee success in the coming years. I 

dream that one day Milonee will be compared with the coastal pujas like Kallol and Prabashi. My hope 

is that the love and care with which Milonee was created will be continued not just next year but in the 

coming years as well. We will all be there to support Milonee and witness the growth of this 

outstanding community.  

Sharod Subhecha to all!  

 

Thanking you.  

Sraboni Basu 

President – Milonee Executive Committee 2015  

Colorado, US 

   

In 1790, 12 friends in Guptipara Hoogly, 
first organized a community puja.Baro in 
Bengali means 12 & yaar means friends.So 
baroyari means 12 friends. Note: the puja 
they organized was Jagadhatri Puja – 
Jagadhatri is another form of Durga & this 
puja is celebrated in Bengal one week after 
Diwali. 

 





http://www.google.ch/url?url=http://cliparts.co/tattoo-border-designs&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0CBoQwW4wAWoVChMIprv_kbiSyAIVy10aCh3pRwFK&usg=AFQjCNHJgj46jYeqwNuxpKh9fx9pVwLA8A
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COLORS OF CHANGE by Anuradha Kamath Gangopadhyay 

 

 

  

 

 

Have you ever watched an autumn leaf? 

Slowly float, twirl, and rest upon the welcoming earth below? 

And wondered what its life was like before the fall? 

 

A fresh new green bud sprouting with hopes 

Of never-to-be-forgotten memories 

To a blossoming leaf thriving in glory 

In the long sunny playful summer days 

Shading and comforting those in need 

Resisting not the change that is inevitable 

But, accepting transformation as the key to unlocking 

The treasures of a new world. 

 

For it is only with a new lens we can see 

A more beautiful tomorrow 

The golden earthen hues 

Of yellows, oranges, and reds 

Signify our richness of being alive 

Experiencing feelings, love, and affection 

Emotions of joy, sadness, pain, and peace 

All inherent in what we call Life 

All yet fleeting and never permanent! 

 

Oh to have a fall as graceful, satisfying and fulfilling 

As those beautiful leaves 

Of a life well lived, cherished, appreciated, and loved 

For it is only when we fall 

We can pick ourselves up again 

To new beginnings! 
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Time by Obin Basu 

I was staring at my lava lamp when it happened. My bedside table started shaking, and the 

shaking gradually built up. It eventually felt like a mini earthquake was happening in my room. I 

jumped out of my bed, startled and afraid. Then, a small hole appeared in my room. 

 “No it-it can’t be!” I said. Earlier that day in science, we were learning about black holes. This 

looked exactly like the ones we were looking at that day. I felt a vacuuming motion so I tried to 

run away to the other side of the room. But I was too late, and the hole sucked me in.  

I seemed to be floating in some weird museum gallery in another dimension. I looked around 

and saw many videos playing. As I looked closer, I realized they were videos of…. me! They were 

moments from my past. As unreal and crazy as it sounds, I’m pretty sure I was time traveling. At 

a random moment, I turned and walked into a moment from my past.  

I landed in my front lawn with a grunt. There were a lot of cars parked in the driveway and down 

the road. I realized some event must be happening. There seemed to be a lot of noise coming 

from the backyard, so I opened the gate and walked in. There were a lot of small children 

running around and a lot of adults too. I looked at a huge sign taped on the top of my porch and 

froze. The sign read: Happy 3rd Birthday Obin! I realized that if I found my younger self, I would 

break the most important rule of time traveling. Meeting my younger self could rupture the 

current time line. I realized that time was not something you messed with. I turned to run, but I 

was greeted by a small child with a very familiar looking face. 

“Why are you leaving my birthday party Mr.?” I realized I was talking to now three year old me.  

“Um. I forgot your present! Be back in a flash kiddo!” 

“Ok. But don’t miss the cake. I heard it’s going to be really good.” I do remember really good cake 

that year. I nodded and left. I found the black hole that somehow no one noticed. I felt the 

vacuuming motion again and stepped back in. 

I awoke and jumped out of my bed, realizing it was a dream. Though it was not real, I felt that 

destiny was sending me a message. Time is precious and we have so little of it on this Earth. I 

advise any one reading this to go live your life to the fullest. Because before you know it, it’ll be 

over. 
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The Robot by Rajarshi Bose 

I hate homework more than anything! 

It’s so boring and it doesn’t teach you anything other than science, history or math. It’s also a 

huge waste of trees and papers. Once the teacher grades it, she just gives it to you and, you 

most likely throw it away.  My dad is a bio engineer that means he makes machines related to 

biology, like robots and artificial organs. One day I got fed up with all this homework coming 

home and I thought of a plan 

that could change everything, 

the homework machine.  

If you insert an unfinished 

homework or essay, it will come 

out 100% correct and finished. 

So that night when everyone in 

the house was asleep, I 

sneaked down to the 

basement and I started 

snatching boards , plugs, wires, 

screws,  nails, and everything 

else I need for my 

revolutionizing contraption. 

But then I thought my 

invention should be a robot 

that can think and move and 

should still be able to finish my 

homework. Now that I had 

everything I scrambled up to 

my room and started building 

my robot, by dawn I finished all 

the programing. And so every 

night I returned to the robot 

until I finally finished.  

I put 7 batteries in him and his blue eyes slid open and his TV on him displayed “Robot”. I waited 

for a minute and finally he said:  

“Hello Friend “. I thought about my writing essay I brought home today and asked him if he can 

finish this for me. I put it on a tray which went into his body. There was whizzing and whirring for 

a few seconds. But in no time it flew out of his body and was perfectly finished and was written 

in beautiful cursive. This was the best day of my life. But I knew he could do more things than 

that. I asked him if he could play the movie ‘Inside Out”, and a projector slid out of his head and 

the movie started playing. He could make a variety of foods from hotdogs to roasted duck. Robo 

loved soccer even though all he did was hover over the grass.  

But the best part was that my parents didn’t even know about him, and his capabilities.  
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 Wishes do come true! ---JUST HAVE TO WISH HARDER! 

 

 Opportunity knocks twice!—ONCE TO SAY “HELLO” and SECOND TIME TO SAY GOODBYE! 

 

 Every cloud has a silver lining—ONLY SOMETIMES WE NEED GLASSES TO SEE IT! 

 

 When a door closes, a window surely opens---SOMETIMES YOU NEED A LADDER TO REACH IT! 

 

 Every interaction is an opportunity to learn—THAT IS IF WE ARE INTERESTED IN IMPROVING 

AND NOT PROVING AND BLAMING! 

 

 Look before you leap: think before you speak! STOP BEFORE YOU OVEREACT! 

 

 Life is short—spend it with people who bring out the BEST in you—however sometimes you 

have no choice in the matter! 

 

 Happiness is in the heart—LET IT BLOOM! 

 

 Prayers do get answered—however “HE” DOES IT IN HIS OWN TIME! 

 

 Life is like a flute, full of holes and emptiness—but if you work on it, it can play beautiful 

melodies—ONLY IF YOU ARE AROUND PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE! 

 

 A pot must find a lid that fits—so it is with a man and woman! 

  

He helped me with everything for 3 years. But one day I was getting some milk from the fridge 

when suddenly slipped on a tennis ball and I poured milk all over Robo. Sparks started zapping 

out of him and battery fluid started leaking from his mouth. The last thing he said on his TV was 

H.W. then the TV exploded and set fire to all the cabinets in the kitchen, I was glad my parents 

weren’t home; it took me only 5 minutes to stop the fire though.  I wondered what H.W. was as I 

sadly cleaned the robot’s mess. I got on my computer and searched up H.W. and I found a file, I 

clicked on It and I saw a boy about my age and he said even though his robot form was 

destroyed, he will always be in this computer, but the moment you think he is gone, he will 

slowly fade  away. But I never forgot about my friend because I knew he will always be with me 

where ever I could be. 

 

  WISE-CRACKS by Mita Mukherjee 
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সীমান্ত - অনির্ব াণ চক্রর্র্ত্তী 
 

১) আমাদের র্াড়ীদে আনিজা নেনে কাজ করে । আনিজা নের র্র যখি আদরকটা নিকা কদর েখি আনিজা 

নের র্দেস ২৫ র্ছর ও ৩ টি র্াচ্চা। আনিজা নের র্ড় ছছদে টা ছক সর্ব নিক্ষার স্কুদে পাঠাে। দুপুরদর্োর 
খার্ার টা ওখাদিই হদে ছযে। নকছুর্ছর র্াদে ছছদেটির ১২ র্ছর র্দেদস যখি নর্নড় ছখদে নিদখদছ হটাৎ 
একনেি আনিজা নে ছক র্েে ছমেিাপুদর যাদর্ ঘরানমর কাদজ। আনিজা নে'র ছকাদিা নিদেধ র্া অনিিাপ কাদজ 

োদে নি। কাে আনিজা নে র উদঠাদি র্ড় ছছদেটার নছন্ননিন্ন িরীর ছিাোদিা নছে। হাে ,পা নকছু ছিই। 

কদেকটা ছোক এদস যখি িদটা তুেনছে, আনিজা নে র মাথা টা র্াাঁি এর  খাঁ টিদে ছহোদিা নছে। এক 

পাটিব র োো এদস র্েে ছছদেটা িানক ছর্ামা র্ািাে। আদরক পাটিব র োো এদস র্েে ছকউ নজদেস করদে ছযি 
র্দে র্ানজ কারখািাে কাজ করে ছছদেটা। ৫০০ টা টাকা ছেদর্ এও র্েে। আনিজা নের মাথাটা খাঁ টিদেই 
ছহোদিা নছে। 

 

২) নমদসস উইনেিংটদির র্াড়ী নেদজব র পাি নেদে ছয ছমারাদমর রাস্তা ো ছসাজা চদে ছেদছ পাহাদড়র নেদক 

োরই ছিে প্রাদন্ত। স্বামী রদির একটা খামার আদছ । নকছু িা হদেও প্রাে ২০ টা েরু,১৪ টা মেি শুদোর 

নছে। েে িীদে ,একটা শুদোর অনর্নি মারা ছেদছ। এদেিা আর নিউক নমদসস উইনেিংটদি র দুই ছছদে 

ছমদে। এদেিা র্ড়। নিউক ছছাট। ছখোধুোে ২ িাই ছর্াি ই ছর্ি িাদো নছে। স্কুে এর নপ্রনিপাে 
জানিদেদছি স্কাউট টীম এর ২ জি ছোক িানক নিউক ছক স্পট কদরদছ। ওরা নিউক এর সাদথ কথা র্দেদছ। 
স্কুে এর পাঠ ছিে করার পদরই ২ জি ছোক চদে গ্যাদো নিউকদক নিদে। ভূমধ্যসােদর িানক ছকাি এক 
জাহাদজ নিউক থাকদর্। কাে নিউক এর কনিি ছিাোদিা নছে নমদসস উইনেিংটদি র র্াড়ীর পাদির নেদজব  টাে। 
হাে ,পা নকছুই ছিই। নমদসস উইনেিংটদির মাথাটা নেদজব র েরজাে ছহোদিা নছে। সরকারী দুই অনিসার জীর্ি 

র্ীমার অথব নিদে নকছু র্েে নমদসস উইনেিংটি ছক। নকছু কােদজ সই ও করদে র্েে। নমদসস উইনেিংটদির 
মাথাটা েখিও নেদজব র েরজাে ছহোদিা নছে।  

 

৩) র্নরিাে টাউি এ কৃষ্ণ প্রাসাে োর র্ার্া,মা ছক যখি খাি ছসিারা পুকুদর েো জদে োাঁড় কনরদে গুনে 

কদর মাদর েখি ছিাদরর আদো ঠিক কদর ছিাদট নি। ৪ র্ছদরর প্রসাে ো র এটা মদি নছে কারণ নেি শুরু 
হওোর ওই আদোদেও র্াাঁি র্াোদির ছিের নেদে ব্যাপারটা স্পষ্ট ছেখা যাে । প্রাসাে োর প্রনেদর্িী আবু 
চাচা প্রাসাে ো ছক লুনকদে ছেদির র্াড়ীদে পাঠিদে নেদেনছে। প্রসাে ো পানেদে ইনিোদে আদস নি অনর্নি। 
ঢাকা ইউনিিানসব টি ছথদক পোথব নর্দ্যাে মাস্টাসব  কদর হাই স্কুে এর মাস্টার হে। আবু চাচার কাদছ যখি সরকার 
খর্র পাঠিদেনছে প্রাসাে োর হাে আর েোদক কারা চাপানের ছকাদপ আোো কদরদছ ,েখি আবু চাচার ছানি 

পরা ছচাদখ পানি এদসনছে নকিা জািা যাে নি। ছঘাোদট ছচাদখ আবু চাচা শুধু জামু্বরা োছটার নেদক 
োনকদেনছে। িীেকাে নছে। আবু চাচার োদে একটা পুরদিা চাের ও নছে। 
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৪) এখি আনিজা নে আর নমদসস উইনেিংটি পািাপানি থাদক। নমদসস উইনেিংটি আনিজা নে ছক ফ্রুট ছকক 

করা ছিখাে। আনিজা নে কাে নমদসস উইনেিংটি ছক িতুি গুদড়র সদেি কদর খাইদেনছে। সূযব যখি অস্ত যাে 
২ জদি পািাপানি হাদে হাে ধদর র্দস থাদক। আনিজা নের মাথাটা খাঁ টিদে ছহোদিা থাদক আর নমদসস 
উইনেিংটি এর মাথা নেদজব র েরজাে। ওদের র্ানড়টার োওআে আবু চাচা এখদিা একটা চাের জনড়দে ছরাে 
ছপাহাে। 

৫) আমার র্ন্ধুর ৫ র্ছদরর িাদে একটা ছনর্ এঁদকনছে।ছযখাদি আকািটা নছে সবুজ। জেটা নছে ছর্গুনি। 

আর একটা োে ছোক হাে পা নচৎ কদর ছসই জদে ছিদস আদছ। 

 

মাতৃর্েিা -মনেরা িাদুড়ী 

আনম একটু অদ্ভুে। ছসটা আনম জানি। আদস্ত আদস্ত বুঝদে পারনছ আমার র্ানড়র সর্াই অদ্ভুে। োদের মদধ্য মার কথা সর্ার 
আদে র্ো উনচে। অর্ি এটা আমার মার পড়া উনচে নকিা ো র্েদে পারনছ িা। িাদো িাদো গুণগুদো আদে র্দে ছিওো 
েরকার। মার সানহেযপ্রীনে অসাধারণ। ছেমি স্মৃনে। এখিও ছিাি কদর মাদক নজদেস কনর, “ মা , ছকাি অনুরূপা 

ছের্ী...?” ছসসর্ উর্ত্তর মার কণ্ঠস্থ । র্া;ো সানহদেযর প্রদের ছক্ষদে আমার মা আমার কাদছ ‘ গুগুে সাচব ’ আর নক । 

এছাড়া ছসোইদে অির্দ্য । ছসসর্ সূনচকমব  আমার দ্বারা হে িা । ওরকম ছসি অি নহউমার-ও আনম পাই নি । অর্ি মা 
এই গুণটা মদসা কদরদছি আমাদের নেদেই । আনম মার ব্যঙ্গ করার স্বিাদর্র জন্য িাম নেদেনছ, ‘ ব্যঙ্গমা’। 

 মার একরকদমর হানস আদছ, অদিকটা যাোর নিদেি টাইদপর, হা হা হা হা করদে করদে ছসটা ধাদপ ধাদপ ওদঠ ।  

ছছাদটাদর্োে মামারর্ানড়র সামদির েনেদে আমাদের নপট্টু ছখো মাদঝ মাদঝ র্ন্ধ হদে ছযে ওই আওোদজ । আমার ছর্াদির 
িানক ছর ?”   

এসর্ আসদে ভূনমকা। আমার মার জীর্দি ড্রাইনি; ছিাসব  হদে ছকৌতূহে।ওটাই মাদক চানেদে নিদে যাে। প্রদেযদকর 

জীর্দির েহিেম ছোপি কথা ছিািার জন্য মা মদর যাি। নকন্তু প্রেগুদো হে খর্ সাো সাপটা, “ এই ছোর ছসস োইি 

আদছ?” এই রকম আর নক।আমার ছর্াি নর্র্ানহে, োদক প্রে কদর মা সিে হদেদছি।আমার ছক্ষদে িািািাদর্ এই প্রে 

র্হুর্ার এদসদছ।অর্ি আমার মা উর্ত্তদরর অদপক্ষা ছয নর্দিে কদরি, ো িে।োাঁর নিজস্ব একটা নথদোনর ছথদক থাদক িািা 

নর্েদে। ছসইসর্ নেদে চানেদে যাি। র্ানড়র ছোদকদের িািা রকম প্রে কদর ছয মা ক্ষান্ত হি ো িে।পাদির র্ানড়র ছোকজি, 

ওপদরর েোর ছোকজি, ওইরকম ব্যস্ত হাহা করা নর্দর্কািের ছরাদির আদি পাদির র্ানড়র ছোকজি, সকদের জন্ম-মৃতুয-

নর্র্াহ- আত্মহেযা - িের্াি জাদিি আর কী কী খর্র, এসর্ই মার জািা আদছ। 

ব্যাপারটা কেদূর ছযদে পাদর, ছসটা র্োর জন্যই এই ছেখাটা।নর্দর্কািে আর নর্ধাি সরনণর ছমাদড়র ট্র্যানিক পুনেিদক মা 

নজদেস কদরনছদেি রাস্তার মাদঝ োাঁনড়দে, “ আো, এেক্ষণ োাঁনড়দে োাঁনড়দে আপিার হাে-পা ব্যথা কদর িা ?” ছমাক্ষম 

প্রে। পুনেি নিদমদে োর কাজ ছিদে মাদক ছর্াঝাদে থাদক, “ আর র্েদর্ি িা মাসীমা, এই র্াদের ব্যথাে...। 
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আজ আপনি নজদেস করদেি, নকন্তু ছকউ ছো ছর্াদঝ িা,  এই োাঁনড়দে োাঁনড়দে...” , ছসনেি নর্দর্কািে ছরাদির 

ট্র্যানিদকর কী হাে হদেনছে ো র্ারাো নেদে নিদজর ছচাদখ ছেদখনছ।   

ট্র্যানিক পুনেদির ব্যথা ছর্েিা ছো জািা হে। এর্ার মা পড়দেি নিনখনরদের নিদে। একটু পােে মে িান্ত মধ্যর্েসী এক 
নিখানরণী আমাদের পাড়াে ছঘারাদিরা করে। মা আকৃষ্ট হদেি কারণ ছস পেসা টেসা চাইে িা। কাদরাদক মদি রাখদেও 

পারে িা। অদিকর্ার পুেদকর সাদথ মা আমার সদঙ্গ ছসই নিখানরণীর পনরচে কনরদে নেদেদছি, এই ছয আমার ছমদে,” ছস 

অেযন্ত িদ্রোর সদঙ্গ নিে ছহদস মাথা ছিদড়দছ প্রনের্ার। মা োদক নিনখনরদের ছট্র্ি নসদক্রট সম্পদকব  নজদেস কদরদছি, “ 

ছোমার এক জােোে োাঁনড়দে োাঁনড়দে নিদক্ষ করদে ছর্নি পেসা ওদঠ, িা ঘুদর ঘুদর নিদক্ষ করদে?”।  

ছসও মাদক র্দেদছ, “ ঘুদর ঘুদর নিদক্ষ করদে ছর্নি পেসা পাই । “ মার প্রে, “ ছকাথাে থাক রাদে ?”। 

 পােদের উর্ত্তর, “ নিরাপে েনেদে।“   আমাদের পাড়াে নিরাপে িাদমর ছকাদিা েনে অর্ি ছিই।   

এই অর্নধ সহয করা যাে। নকন্তু মা অদিক দূর ছেদছি।  আমাদের পাড়াে রাস্তাে মুনেব র ছোকািটা ছয উদঠ ছেদছ, োর কারণ 

মা নকিা আনম জানি িা, অর্ি ছঘার সদেহ আদছ আমার ছয মা এ জন্য োেী। মুনেব  নকিদে নেদে মা ছোকািোরটিদক 

নজদেস কদরনছদেি, “ এই ছয আপনি ছরাজ ছরাজ জযান্ত মুনেব কাদটি, আপিার কষ্ট হে িা? ‘মুনেব ওোোর হাদের ছুনর 

ছথদম ছেে, ছস করুণ মুদখ মার নেদক োনকদে র্েে, “ওরকম কদর র্েদর্ি িা মাসীমা।“মা অর্ি উনচে িানস্ত হাদে 

হাদে ছপদেনছদেি, পাদি োাঁড়াদিা একটা ছোক নহ নহ কদর হাসদে হাসদে মাদক র্দেনছে, “মাসীমার ছোি আদছ, অথচ 

মুনেব  কাটা ছেখদে পাদরি িা। " নিদর আনস মুনেব ওোোর কথাে । পদরর নেি চার নেি ছোকাি র্ন্ধ নছে। মদি হে মুনেব ওোো 
ছঘার অর্সাদের মদধ্য চদে ছেনছে। োরপদর ছোকািটা উদঠই ছেে।   

এছাড়া ছছাদটাখাদটা প্রে ছেদেই থাদক। মা একজি 
িাক্তারদক নজদেস কদরনছদেি, নেনি চুদে কেপ ছেি নকিা। 

উর্ত্তরটা এখি মদি ছিই। হেদো আর কাদরাদক নজদেস 
কদরদছি োর োাঁে র্াাঁধাদিা নকিা। কেকাোে ছেদে িদে িদে 
থানক, এসর্ ছযি আমার সামদি িা হে।   

মা প্রে করদে ছযমি িাদোর্াদসি, খর্র নেদে আদরা 

িাদোর্াদসি। মাঝরানর্ত্তদর আমাদের র্ারাোে োাঁড়াদে রাস্তার 
এক অন্য জীর্ি ছচাদখ পদড় । রাস্তাে ছকাি সমকামী একটা 
বুদড়া ছকাি একটা অল্পর্েসী ছছদের নর্ছািাে নেদে শুদেনছে, 

ছেকিাদস্টর সমে আমাদের ছসসর্ও শুিদে হদেদছ। নর্দিে 
কদর অনর্শ্বাস্য পনরমাদণ মৃতুযর খর্র মার কাদছ থাদক ।  

 

আর্ার মার এরকদমর নর্শ্বাস আদছ ছয একটা মৃতুযর খর্র ছপদে নেিদট মৃতুযর খর্র ছপদে হে। আজ অর্নধ প্রনে সপ্তাদহ 
নেিদট মৃতুযর খর্র আনম পাই নি এরকম হে নি । অদিক সমে এরকম হদেদছ অদিক দূর সম্পকীে আত্মীে মারা ছেদছি, 
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র্ার্া-মার দূর সম্পকীে র্ন্ধুর র্ন্ধুর দূর সম্পকীে আত্মীে মারা ছেদছি । িদে ছোড়া ছথদক োাঁদের মৃতুযর জন্য দুুঃখ ছপদে 
নেদে োাঁদের ছোটা জীর্ি কানহিী শুিদে হদেদছ । 

 এসর্ কদর র্ার্ার সদঙ্গ আর ছিাদি িাদো কদর কথা র্োই হে িা । র্ার্া একনেি নর্রক্ত হদে মাদক র্েদেি, “ আদর, 

ছোমাদক নেিদট মৃতুযর খর্র নেদে হদর্ িা, কাে অিোইি আিের্াজার খেদে অদিকগুদো মৃতুযর খর্র ও ছপদে যাদর্ । 

এখি ছিািটা আমাদক োও। আনম কথা র্নে।  

আর একটা বর্নিদষ্টর কথা র্দে আনম মাতৃকানহিী ছিে কর। মা অদন্যর ছোপি কথা ছিািার মে নিদজর ছোপি কথা 
র্েদেও িাদোর্াদসি। খর্ োম্ভীদযবর সদঙ্গ আনম একটা েিী প্রাণ নেদে রক্ষা কদরনছ। ওটা ছয কদরই ছহাক আজীর্ি রক্ষা কদর 
যার্ । আমার এক নপনস মাদক র্দেনছদেি, “ ফ্রদেি ছোমাদক ছেখদে অর্াক হদে ছযদেি, ছোমার ছকাদিা সার্কিিাস 

ছিই।“একনেি নর্দকদে ছেখোম হানসহানস মুদখ একটা ছমদট োে নর্িাে িেরনি র্েদে কদর র্ানড় ঢুকদছি । আনম নজদেস 

করোম, “ ছসকী ? কখি ছেদে? র্েনি ছো। মা র্েদেি, “ আদর, আত্মহেযা করার ইদে হনেে । িেরনি 

নকদি মিটা িাদো হদে ছেে। নিদর এোম ছকমি হদেদছ , ছেখ ছো।“  

আিা কনর কেকাোে আত্মহেযাপ্রর্ণ ছোদকর ছযমি অিার্ ছিই, ছেমি িেরনিরও অিার্ ছিই।  

                           

মন্দিরা ভাদুড়ী যাদবপুর ন্দবশ্বন্দবদযালয়ের তুলনামূলক সান্দিতয ন্দবভায়ের প্রাক্তন্দন। বতত মায়ন ন্দিকায়ো ইউন্দনভান্দসতটি-তত বাাংলা ন্দবভায়ে 

অধ্যাপনা কয়রন। অবসর কায়ে নানান তলখায় াকা আর ছন্দব আঁকাে। ন্দিকায়োয়ত এবাং বাঙ্গলায়দয়ির ঢাকাে ওনার তবি কয়েকটি 

ছন্দবর প্রদিতনী িয়েয়ছ েত কয়েক বছয়র।  

  

The Das family puja at 
Shakharitola lane is called 
Bhuter Barir Pujo. The 
house where the puja is 
performed was earlier used 
as hospital in colonial era.  
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Ethnic Village House 

Howrah Bridge from Millennium Park 

Boating in Palara 

DISCOVERING KOLKATA’S EUROPEAN HERITAGE by Dr.Biswadip Ghosh 

 

Kolkata (formerly known as Calcutta) has a history that 

spans over 325 years of intrigue.  Kolkata’s European 

roots are visible in the many buildings that remain from 

the early years and as well from the customs and culture 

of the current inhabitants.  Kolkata was established in 

1690 by the British East India Company as a trading 

center.  At the time, the capital city of Bengal and the 

seat of the Mughal Empire was Murshidabad about 100 

miles to the north.  But Kolkata with its position at the 

mouth of the Hooghly River, had a strategic location that 

attracted the British East India Company traders, as well as 

other early European traders from Portugal, France, Holland 

and Denmark.  But the early origins of Kolkata can be traced 

back to the late 1500’s, as the Portuguese traders, who were 

based at Chittagong (now inside Bangladesh), document a 

village named “Kalikata”. In 1717, the  

 

 Mughal Emperor Farrukhsiyar granted the East India 

Company trading privileges and in 1727 by the order of King 

George I, a civil court was set up, the city corporation was 

established and Hallwell became the first mayor of Kolkata.  

The city developed rapidly under the British rule and was 

declared the capital city of the British Indian Empire in 1772. 

Indeed, the residents of Kolkata remain proud of their 

European history, which is nicely preserved and can be 

enjoyed in a full day tour.   Kolkata’s unique personality can 

be experienced today on a day trip by visiting the city and its 

surrounding areas – Chinsurah, Chandernagore, Serampur, 

Banshberia, Bandel and Murshidabad.  

 

My day started in the area 

known as the Esplanade.  The 

Esplanade area is regarded as 

the city center of Kolkata from 

the early times.  Some of the 

colonial buildings in the area 

include the Writer’s building, 

the Governor’s residence, the Eden Gardens, the Grand 

hotel, the race track, Victoria Memorial and Fort William.  

After catching the sights around the city and I had breakfast 

at Flury’s and then visited Millennium park, pleasantly situated with a wonderful view of Howrah 

bridge – a beautiful cantilever bridge connecting Kolkata with its twin city, Howrah.  

 

After breakfast, I headed along the Hooghly River by car to visit the outskirts to soak in the rich 

history.  My first stop was 30 miles way at Palara, a fully 

functioning century’s old, ethnic village.  I observed the villagers 

in their daily life – cultivating bananas, leeches, jackfruit, 

mangos and papaya. 
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Susanna Anna Maria Tomb 

Bandel Imambara 

  I then joined the villagers in their morning prayers, which was conducted by the local village 

priest.  I also had time to navigate the narrow village roads though bamboo forests where jackals 

have their dens, while my son, Avishek navigated the serene village ponds in his canoe.  

The village ponds serve many utilities, such as washing clothes, cleaning, irrigating plants and 

farming fish. 

 

We drove for another 5 miles on the Grand Trunk road, which was built in the 1500’s by Mughal 

Emperor, Sher Shah Suri to the town of Chandernagore.    

 

Chandernagore was established by French traders and is also situated on the banks of the 

Hooghly.  It has many old colonial relics such as the French College, the former French 

Governors house, a beautiful church, modeled after the Notre Dame cathedral in Paris and the 

Strand along the Hooghly banks. 

 

A stroll along the 1 km long pavement of the strand, enjoying the 

mild breeze and watching the small boats sailing by was very 

refreshing. 

 

Travelling another 2 miles north on the Grand Trunk Road is the 

town of Chinsurah, a former Dutch colony. Chinsurah was 

established in 1635 by the Dutch to trade in opium, salt, muslin and 

spices. In 1656 the Dutch also erected a factory on the site of the 

town.  Many prominent Dutch settlers and rulers are buried at the 

Dutch cemetery here.  I visited the white domed tomb of Susanna 

Anna Maria, a Dutch lady who married Pieter Brueys (1730-83; 

Dutch Director of Bengal, 1783) and others. 

 

Susanna is locally famous as 'saat saheber bibir kobor' (tomb of the wife of seven Europeans).  

Local lore holds that she had married 7 men (although records mention only two), all of whom 

had died under mysterious circumstances. The Anglo-Indian writer, Ruskin Bond’s Susanna’s 

Seven Husbands (based on which a Bollywood film, Saat Khoon Maaf was made recently) is 

supposed to have been inspired by Susanna Anna Maria of Chinsurah.  This small town also has 

the Hooghly District Court, which is the longest building in West Bengal.   

 

I made my next stop is the town of Serampore,  a pre-

colonial town on the west bank of the Hooghly River which 

was part of Danish India under the name Frederiksnagore 

from 1755 to 1845.  The town developed and became elegant 

and prosperous under the Dutch and merchants of both 

foreign and indigenous origin began to arrive and live there. 

Perhaps the most notable Dutch heritage building. I visited 

was the stately Serampore College.  The college was 

established in 1818 and was the first college in Asia to award 

a degree.   

 

My next stop was at the town of Bandel to visit the Basilica of the Holy Rosary, commonly known 

as “Bandel Church”, which is one of the oldest Christian churches in West Bengal.  It was founded 

by the Portuguese in 1599 as they began settling around the area and dedicated it to Nossa 

Senhora do Rosário.   Around 1571, the Portuguese were given permission by the Mughal 

Emperor, Akbar to build a town on the Hooghly and they enlisted the services of a band of 

Augustinian Friars from Goa.   A ship's mast stands in front of the church; it was presented to the 
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Food at Dhaba  

Boat crossing the Hooghly river 

church by the captain of a vessel that had encountered a storm in the Bay of Bengal, and its 

rescue was attributed to Mother Mary.  The balcony also provides spectacular views of the 

Jubilee Bridge spanning across the Hooghly. The Jubilee Bridge, built in 1887 on the Golden 

Jubilee of Queen Victoria’s reign, is one of the oldest operating rail bridges in the world. 

Bidding farewell to the Bandel Church, I headed for the Hooghly Imambara, which was built in 

the memory of the great philanthropist Hazi Muhammad Mohsin.   

 

The beautiful structure took 20 years to build and was completed in 1861.  Designed by architect 

Keramtulla Khan, the two storied building is centered round a rectangular courtyard, decorated 

with fountains and pools. But the prime attraction of the Imambara are it two 85 feet high 

towers.  

 

My next stop was a visit to the Hangseshwari temple, which is one of the most unique temples in 

West Bengal.  It was built in the 19
th

 century for deity, Hangseshwari, a manifestation of Goddess 

Kali.  The temple is 21 m high and has 13 towers. The peak of 

each tower is shaped as a lotus flower.   The structure of the 

temple is the representation of “Tantrik Satchakrabhed”.  

Near to this temple there are also two other important 

temples named Ananta Basudeba Temple, which is 

decorated with very rich teracotta pointed plates and 

Swanbhaba Kali Temple  

 

built by Nrisinhadeb in 1788. 

While the European colonialists imposed their administrative 

rule, culture and religion on the people of Bengal, the local 

people did benefit from the development of real-estate, 

factories, trade and education that took place.  Bengal was the 

most thriving region in all of India.  Many people belonging to 

the lower economic stratum sent their children to the 

monitorial schools, which provided a basic education and 

seized the opportunity for higher education by sending their 

children to the academic institutions of the missionaries. In 

the process, there emerged a class of local gentry, who had a 

favorable attitude towards the Europeans.  The European 

traders also got involved in the collection of merchandise 

directly from the local producers, and offered incentives to the 

local artisans in the form of earnest moneyThey encouraged 

local craftsmen to make high quality products and created a 

class of trading middlemen, such as agents, banias, mutsuddis 

and stevedores.  

 

 The admiration towards the European culture and European institutions is still ingrained in the 

people of Kolkata, which sets them apart from the rest of the Indian people.   These are even 

more apparent with visits to establishments such as Flurys, a famous swiss confectionery in 

Kolkata. 

The roadside is lined with restaurants, known as “Dhabas”, that offer a freshly cooked fare that 

one can rarely find elsewhere.  After a meal of tarka dal, tandoori roti and chicken champ, I 

continued my travels.  

 

Hangseswari Temple 

Katra mosque 
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Chandannagore Church  

Hazaar Dwari Palace 

Victoria Memorial 

Our final destination on our Bengal heritage tour is a stop at 

Murshidabad, the seat of the Mughal Empire of Bengal.   

While the European traders were situated 100 miles south in 

Kolkata, the Nawabs of Bengal carried on the Mughal 

dynastic rule from Murshidabad.   

 

It was established by Nawab Murshid Quli Khan in early 

1700’s  and served as the last capital of independent Bengal 

until 1793, when Bengal was brought under the British 

colonial rule with Kolkata serving as the capital.  Murshidabad is filled with many beautiful 18th 

century monuments.   A prominent landmark in Murshidabad is the Hazaar Dwari Palace, now a 

museum, which boasts of a fantastic collection of paintings, curios, china and weapons, including 

the swords of Ali Wardi Khan and Siraj-ud-Daulah and the cannon fired by Murshid Quli Khan. 

The skill of gifted craftsmen is still on display at the Khagra 

Bazaar in Murshidabad, but ivory carving has given way to 

sandalwood etching.   

 

Also interesting are the Khush Baag on the banks of the river in 

Murshidabad where lie the tombs of many Mughal Nawabs 

including Shiraj ud-dullah and his grandfather, Ali Wardi Khan. 

Other notable monuments in Murshidabad are the Imambara, 

the Kaath Golar Bagaan palace estate, and the five-domed Katra Masjid, the largest mosque in 

West Bengal where 2000 people could read the Quran together. 

 

Having spent a day along the banks of the Hooghly River, I 

was able to transport myself 300 years back to a time of 

trickery, conflict, political intrigue and economic 

development. While the regions continues to abound with 

the natural beauty of the forests and the meandering 

Hooghly River, the many perpetrators from the 1700-1900’s 

are long gone.  They have left an incredible multi-cultural 

heritage that will remain in thecomposition and outlook of 

the people of Kolkata forever.  

 

  
 

 
 
The Muslim singer who gained huge popularity in Bengal for 
singing Agomoni gaan (devotional songs dedicated to Durga) 
in 1914 was Md Kashem. He used a Hindu name K Mullick 
on the disc title since the official of The Gramophone Company 
of India (HMV) had an apprehension that people will not 
accept Hindu devotional songs in the voice of a Muslim singer. 
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রূপসী কদোরাদিা -শুিমে োঙ্গুেী 

 (জীর্িািে োদির কনর্ো অর্েম্বদি) 
 

 

 

আর্ার আসদর্া নিদর ,রনক পাহাদড়র ধাদর  

এখনি িা ছহাক ,অন্য কখদিা ,েীঘব  সমে পদর    

ছাে িে আর ,চাকুদরও িে ,েবু ছকাদিা অর্সদর। 

 

ছয িেী কদরদছ সজে িামে নর্স্তৃে মরুভূনম 

োরই উৎদসর সুিীেে র্ানর ওদে অধদর চুনম, 

পাহাড় শৃদঙ্গ ,স্কী’এর ঢালুদে 

ডুিান্ ছর্ চা’র ছরদস্তাাঁরাটাদে 

ছরৌদদ্রাজ্জ্বে রূপসী রাজয ,হৃেে ছকদড়দছা তুনম। 

 

আজ চনে ,েবু কথা নেদে যাই  – আর্ার আসদর্া পদর 

ছাে িা আর ,চাকুনরও িে ,েবু ছকাদিা অর্সদর। 
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CALCUTTA: THEN AND NOW by Asha Banerjee (Columbia University) 

 
 

I did not even know that Etihad Airlines existed. (How does such a tiny country like UAE have two 

major airline carriers?) When I was little, only British Airways and Lufthansa flew directly to 

Calcutta. Now, perhaps reflecting a shift in global money and priorities, it seemed like only the 

Middle Eastern airline carriers went. It was all so different. Yet, the reason we went —for the 

signing of legal documents —seemed like an ancient task.  

 

Calcutta was an old city with plenty of importance during the British Raj, but not so old like Delhi 

to be studded with relics from sultans and emperors, or like Goa with its Portuguese churches. 

However, with around four and a half million people and a large young, educated population, 

Calcutta had obviously changed to fit the times. Like so many other cities across the world, 

would Calcutta struggle to find a balance between new and old? Would the old dominate and 

render the city irrelevant or would the city become so new that it was unrecognizable? I had 10 

days to figure it out. Or at least listen and learn as much as possible.   

 

The newness of Calcutta struck you right from your first step off the plane. Dum Dum, long since 

renamed as Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose International Airport, now pulsated with futuristic steel 

pillars and modern glass architecture. The urban landscape reflected the new environment: old 

neighborhoods, Charu Market and Tollygunge, once familiar to my parents, had completely 

changed. The roads remained the same but all the shops, people, and edifices of the previous 

generation had been uprooted. Befitting any changing, modern city, Calcutta now had its crop of 

artsy, oddly-named restaurants for the younger crowd. (My cousin had a get-together with 

friends at “Codfather” restaurant. I give points for creativity, but is cod even found in India?) 

Perhaps the most impactful change was technology and the burgeoning app market.  

 

Apps like Ola which call a car and give rides (and can only be accessed via a smartphone) were 

commonplace. Maybe the days of the clunky Nokia phones with the game Snake were truly 

gone. The consequence or achievement of this new technological bubble was perfectly 

witnessed in India’s last election. It can be said that Prime Minister Modi’s use of Twitter and 

other social media during his recent political campaign was even more sophisticated and far-

reaching than President Obama’s in 2012.  

 

Yet, beyond the apps and buildings, remnants of the old Calcutta peeked at you wherever you 

turned. If you looked close enough and read enough signs, the shards of the old were still visible. 
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Professions, long extinct in other parts of the world, stayed vibrant, such as cobblers, 

suitcase/bag fixers (it doesn’t quite translate well into English), and butchers.  

I even saw a sign advertising a sign/billboard creator. Nothing truly died.  

Everything changed into something else. Old newspapers became funnel-shaped packets, and 

plastic wrapping was reborn as shopping bags. Aging houses shed loose bricks which built 

portable stoves on which atta ruti puffed up, and the aged residents of those brick-shedding 

houses lined up to buy the rutis.  

 

Old food joints of my parents’ generation like Jimmy’s Kitchen or Gupta Brothers continued to 

serve fabulous food. As a student of economics, I remained amazed and awed that despite high 

demand for Arsalan’s products, they continued to price a plate of their Special Mutton Biriyani at 

255 Rupees (around four dollars), instead of raising it to increase profits. And although we visited 

the new malls and “multiplex” movie theaters, a great bulk of what we took home, such as 

Darjeeling tea (Lopchu red), dal boris, and large packets of mustard oil, did not come from large 

supermarket chains, but from the downstairs level of Gariahat market.   

After having endured the monsoon, the sultry heat, the crowd, and the Alipore court, it took a 

car ride at 2 AM to prove to me that Calcutta remained a unique city, unbowed by any potential 

invasiveness of modern technology and change.  In the dead of night, with only streetlamps 

illuminating the normally teeming city, I encountered it.  

The darkness evoked the haunting spirit of the city. Wafts of memories and the past were all 

enshrined in these different buildings– a winter circus in the Park Circus maidan, columned 

British administrative buildings in the Dalhousie district, the pale white Roman structure of 

Prinsep Ghat under the towering new Hoogly Bridge and the old Howrah bridge, and of course, 

the eerie black angel on Victoria Memorial keeping a watchful eye on the city.  

It dawned on me that the architecture of the steely, sprawling airport or glittering, new, bypass 

hotels, the most prominent projection of the “new” Kolkata that I had observed, was actually a 

shining testament to the Calcutta of old-- of my parents’ generation, of my grandparents’ 

generation, and much before. 

In my opinion, the banks of the Ganges were perhaps the best place to feel both the old and new 

of Calcutta/Kolkata without becoming overwhelmed by either. I was surprised to find that a 

beautiful promenade had been constructed along the river. I stepped on the newly painted brick 

walkway of the promenade and listened to that ancient river quietly churn and flow. Then, I felt, 

with all my senses, that I was a part of this beautiful river, flowing through this vibrant network of 

a city which simultaneously evoked the past and emitted the future with every ebb and flow.  

Pic courtesy: www.titanleathers.com 

                                                                               

 

http://www.titanleathers.com/
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THE BRAHMO SAMAJ MOVEMENT by Partha Chatterjee 

The nineteenth century is known as the Bengal Renaissance; however it could very well be called 

the Indian Renaissance. It was a period of great social and religious reform whose effect is 

reflected in modern Indian life. Much of what happened during that period can be attributed to 

the role played by the Brahmo Samaj. The social reforms included abolition of the evil practices 

of Suttee, child marriage and the caste system; widow re-marriage;  propagation of English 

education for Indians and most important of all advancing women’s education and 

emancipation. Religious reforms included emphasizing Monotheism in the Vedanta and a call to 

abandon all forms of idolatry and superstition; countering conversions to Christianity and 

proclaiming the Harmony of Religions. 

To appreciate what future generations owe to Brahmo Samaj we have to understand the 

conditions of the time and get a glimpse into the personalities of the three men who were the 

leaders of the movement.  

With the burden of her old civilization, and a profound religion, ancient India has often appeared 

to decay only to rise again with a new spirit. For several centuries India had been the meeting 

ground of people of different cultures and religions. Centuries of Islamic rule had impacted the 

Hindu way of life. But in the 17
th

 and 18t
h centuries

 a perceptible impact was felt on her religion 

through contact with the Western nations who first came as traders and then as rulers. Bengal 

felt this impact the most as it was the British capital along with other European settlements. 

Possibly to counter these effects the Hindu society in Bengal had imposed on itself many self- 

suffocating practices and rituals. The Vedas and the Vedanta were lost to the people of Bengal.   

At this time there appeared a person of giant intellect who has been universally acclaimed as the 

Father of Modern India. This was Rajah Rammohun Roy. 

First Phase -   Rammohun Roy (1774-1833) was born into a wealthy orthodox Vaishnava family. 

He was educated at home in the vernacular, Sanskrit, English and in the Islamic language as was 

the custom at the time. At a very early age he studied the Koran, Euclid and Aristotle which 

aroused a spirit of free thinking in him. He felt an urge to abandon idol worship, polytheism and 

superstitious practices. This annoyed his father and he was sent to Benares to study the Hindu 

scriptures. After careful studies he discovered Monotheism in the Vedanta and on his return 

home he started to preach the elements of Monotheism from the Vedanta and urged the people 

to give up idol worship. He was taken to be a heretic and was exiled from home. He then 

traveled extensively to learn for himself the religious practices of other lands.  

 

Rammohun returned home to Calcutta in 1792 and after a few years came in contact with a 

highly educated and cultured Englishman, John Digby, who introduced him to Western literature, 

history, philosophy, the American War of Independence and the French revolution. 

 

While posted at Rungpore (1809-1814) he started the ‘Discussion Society’ for the study of Hindu 

Scriptures and modern thought. On his return to Calcutta he was at once recognized as a leader 

of Hindu Society. In 1815 he started the ‘Atmiya Sabha’ or ‘Friends circle’ to discuss the actual 

texts from the Scriptures, the validity of Monotheism, modern Western ideas, the need for 

English education and abolition of evil customs. He entered into open controversies with the 

orthodox leaders of Hindu Society. 

 His fame as a scholar and reformer spread and humanitarians like David Hare sought his 

acquaintance. Under his guidance the Hindu College was established in 1817 to provide English 

education to the natives.  
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Rammohun mastered many languages and studied the Bible in Hebrew and in Greek. He got 

into controversies with the Christian church over the concept of Trinity, miracles and re-

incarnation of God. The Unitarians of England and America appreciated his work. 

 

1) In 1828, Rammohun started the ‘Brahma Sabha’ where he organized a new form of Divine 

worship. 

2) In 1830 he built a house of worship of the one true God and called it the ‘Brahma Samaj’. Texts 

from the Vedas were read; hymns based on Vedic verses composed by Rammohun himself in 

Bengali were sung.Personally Rammohun went through various stages of experience regarding 

Brahma Upasana. In his treatise Tuhfat-ul-Muwahhiddin (A gift to Montheists) he made the 

distinction between religion of habit and the religion of natural inspiration. 

 

3) During his time only Brahmin priests were appointed to conduct the service and though he 

professed the brotherhood of humanity, following Hindu tradition, people of lower castes were 

not permitted where the Vedas were being chanted. Of course women were not allowed in 

public. 

 

4) In 1829, with his help, Lord Bentinck, Governor General of India, passed an Act prohibiting the 

evil custom of Suttee.Although Rammohun sowed the seeds of Theistic worship the early 

Brahmo Samaj remained wedded to orthodox Hindu Society.  

In August 1830, Rammohun sailed for England on a political mission. In England he was 

welcomed with honor by the intellectuals and the elite of society. Unfortunately he suddenly fell 

ill and passed away in Bristol in 1833. He was initially buried at Stapleton Grove but later his 

friend Prince Dwarkanath Tagore removed his mortal remains to Arno’s Vale.  

 

Although ‘Freedom of Reason’ had been established the pioneering reform ideas launched by 

Rammohun did not take root in India as the ground was not ready. For about 10 years the 

Brahmo Samaj kept up only routine church service conducted by Pandit Ram Chandra Sharma.  

In 1843 there appeared a God sent man to take up the work of the Brahmo Samaj. This was 

Devendranath Tagore, eldest son of Prince Dwarkanath Tagore and father of many talented 

children. 

 

Second Phase - Maharshi Devendranath Tagore (1815- 1905) had known Raja Rammohun from 

his childhood days but he had never been to the Brahmo Samaj.  

 

Although Devendranath was born into an orthodox Hindu family, his father Prince Dwarkanath 

was a very progressive thinker. Devendranath received his early education at home under 

qualified pundits and later attended the Anglo-vernacular school founded by Rammohun before 

attending Hindu College at a time when Henry Derozio and D.L. Richardson were leading the 

‘Young Bengal’ movement and Dr. Alexander Duff was busy converting scholarly Indians to 

Christianity. ‘Young Bengal’ had neither faith in God nor respect for any customs but they were 

truthful, fearless and humanitarian in spirit.  

 

Devendranath had formed the ‘Tattwabodini Sabha’ or Truth Seekers Society in 1839. Two 

intellectual giants of the Bengali Renaissance, Akshoy Kumar Dutta and Iswar Chadra Vidyasagar 

were its earliest members. Although members of the Tattwabodini Sabha shared the values of 

‘Young Bengal’ Devendranath’s leadership drew them to the study of the Upanishads.. One day 

while sitting in his study a piece of paper with a Sanskrit verse was blown in front of him by a 

gust of wind. At that time he was engaged in the pursuit of a ‘higher’ knowledge. On the advice of 

friends he sent for Pundit Ram Chandra Sharma, the Acharya of the Brahmo Samaj.  
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At first Devendranath was utterly disappointed to see the actual practices in the Samaj. He 

introduced radical changes to make the Brahmo Upasana more rational and inward based on 

the ideals of the Upanishads.  First, he sent four pundits to Benares to study the Vedas. He 

himself joined them and finally gave up the infallibility of the Scriptures.  

 

Secondly, He concluded that spiritual inspiration is the authority of truth. Pantheism had no 

place in his religion. He held that the relation between God and man is strictly personal. He 

coined the term ‘Brahmo Dharma’. 

 Thirdly, while he still retained the practice of appointing Brahmin Acharyas, he allowed Sudras to 

be in the room where the Vedas were being chanted. 

Fourthly, he selected theistic texts from the Vedas and Upanishads, freely modified some texts in 

keeping with his spiritual aspirations and published the Brahma Dharma Grantha as a guide 

book. 

Fifthly he changed the structure of the Divine Service from a rational to a more spiritual form 

based on the Upanishads. Divine worship and welfare of humanity were considered essential. . 

Sixthly, He published the Tattwabodhini Patrika in 1843 as the organ of the Brahma Samaj.  

Finally, by travelling to distant places in India he carried the message of the Brahmo Samaj to the 

elite and intellectuals of India. 

Devendranath was also at the forefront of the nationalistic movement and strongly opposed 

conversion to Christianity.  

At first the rationalists and social reformers like Vidyasagar and Akshoy Kumar Dutta helped the 

movement but differences arose due to their rational approach and Devendranath’s social 

inaction. Devendranath could not convey his spirituality to them, became disheartened and left 

for the hills to practice meditation, spiritual communion and to study Western philosophy.  He 

returned to Calcutta in 1858, and found a change in the environment and was delighted to find 

an ideal young man after his own heart who had joined the Brahma Samaj in his absence. This 

was Keshub Chunder Sen. 

During Devendranath’s time ‘freedom of the spirit’ was achieved. The Brahma Upasana was 

given a beautiful form by including songs and hymns, women’s education was promoted and he 

remained active in Nationalistic movements. However his work remained short of total liberation 

from orthodox Hinduism due to his reluctance to offend his contemporarie. 

Third Phase- Keshub Chunder Sen (1838-1884) was born in an orthodox Vaishnava family. His 

grandfather, Dewan Ram Kamal Sen, had risen from humble beginnings to the position of 

Dewan of the Mint and was also the first Indian Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. His 

family had thus been influenced by Western enlightenment and courtesy.  He received early 

vernacular, Sanskrit and English lessons from Pundits at home and in due course was admitted 

to the Hindu College. He was a brilliant student with a voracious appetite for knowledge and 

studied advanced books on history, literature, logic, science and psychology under the guidance 

of eminent professors. From his childhood he was a thoughtful, persevering and God fearing 

man. His three principles were Viswas (Faith), Vivek (Conscience) and Vairagya (Ascetic Spirit). He 

refused to be initiated into the mantra from a guru for to him life itself was religion including 

behavior, work ethics, character, devotion and the harmonious development of life.Keshub 

Chunder Sen was only 19 when he joined the Brahma Samaj. His pure character, insight, 

knowledge of many subjects coupled with his majestic countenance and a gift for oratory in both 

English and Bengali quickly made him a charismatic leader. 

Keshub was a born organizer and even as a student organized many societies and activities.  

‘Colootola Evening School’ for serving poor neighborhoods. 

The ‘Dramatic Club’ for the performance of ethical dramas. 

‘The Goodwill Fraternity’ for collectively cultivating devotional spirit in the company of religious 

personalities and eminent professor.At first Keshub faced a difficult time. The Sepoy Mutiny had 

just ended and left its mark on the Indian mind. ‘Young Bengal’ and intellectual ferment, 
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intemperance and atheism were playing havoc with the youth. The condition of women and the 

tillers of the soil were deplorable.His first act was to found the ‘Brahmo Vidyalaya’ in 1859 for 

teaching the philosophy of theism. Devendranath lectured in Bengali while Keshub lectured in 

English on Mental and Moral philosophy. This attracted about fifty students many from Young 

Bengal.Keshub drew their attention to social reform by staging the drama ‘Bidhabha Bibaha’ on 

widow re-marriage, by Umesh Mitra thus re-inforcing the work done by Vidyasagar.  

In 1860 he formed the ‘Sangat Sabha’ for cultivating mutual intimacy among the students 

irrespective of caste and other orthodox practices. 

In 1861 Keshub started the famous journal Indian Mirror. Fired with idealism and patriotism four 

young men Keshub Chunder Sen, Protap Chunder Mozoomdar, Aughore Nath Gupta and Bejoy 

Krishna Goswami gave up their professional work and formed the first batch of dedicated 

Missionaries. In 1862 Keshub started the ‘Calcutta College’ with a special syllabus.  

At this time Devendranath endowed the title of ‘Brahmananda’ on Keshub and appointed him as 

the first non-Brahmin Acharya of the Brahmo Samaj, causing dissatisfaction among the old 

Brahmin Ministers. Nonetheless Keshub’s mission work at Krishnanagar in 1861 spread his name 

far and wide. He most ably refuted Christian attacks on Hinduism and stopped conversions to 

Christianity. 

In 1864 Keshub went on an all-India tour, a first of its kind. He lectured extensively in Madras, 

Bombay and other cities on the need for non- sectarianism, social reforms and Indian integration 

from the platform of universal religion. Several sister organizations grew out of his ideas. 

On his return Keshub published a Bengali journal ‘Dharmatattwa’ for acquainting the people of 

Bengal with the various religions and cultures found all over India.  

A hundred and seventy three branches of the Brahmo Samaj came into existence all over India. 

People of all races and denominations, rich or poor, learned or illiterate, were taken into its fold 

with equal status. They went beyond Hinduism and started studying other religious scriptures 

such as the Koran Shaeif, the Bible, Lalit Vistara, the Bhagawad,  They gathered spiritual food 

from the devotional faith of Sri Chaitanya, the precepts of Jesus, the faith of the Buddha, the 

spirit of equality of the Prophet Mohammed and the purity of  Zoroastianism. 

Devendranath and the older group could not keep up with this rapid progress and finally came a 

parting of the ways in 1866. The older group constituted the Adi Brahmo Samaj while Keshub 

and the younger generation marched forward under the banner of the Brahmo Samaj of India.  

Scriptures of different religions were revered and unity in diversity was accepted. There was no 

place for mediators, gurus or idols. They accepted the position of great men of all religions. The 

‘Sloka Samgraha’ a compilation of theistic texts from the scriptures of Hindu-Sikh-Christian-Islam-

Chinese-Zoroastrian- Buddhism and Jainism was published.  

At this time Keshub came in close contact with some Hindu religious personalities like 

Paramhansa Ramkrishna, Dayananda Saraswati and Pahari Baba. Their attachment to Keshub is 

historical.  Keshub was instrumental in making the public aware of the reclusive mystic 

Ramakrishna. The marriage system in India was reformed to improve the condition of women. 

Intermarriage irrespective of caste, race or religion and widow re-marriage was emphasized. 

Polygamy and child marriages were made illegal.  

Worship of God was conducted in the spoken language instead of Sanskrit. The form of worship 

was universal. It combined Hindu bhakti, Buddhist dhyana, Muslim monotheism and equality of 

humans and Zoroastrian purity. People irrespective of caste, creed, race, sex, pecuniary status, 

education and religion were given equal place in the prayer hall. Beautiful hymns of Rammohun, 

the classic compositions of Devendranath’s time and the stirring sankirtan’s of Trailokyanath 

Sanyal were an integral part of the Upasanas. The missionary tours of Keshub and his 

missionaries roused the spirit of India as well as people from foreign countries.  

Several journals on different subjects were published. The Indian Mirror (1861); Bamabodhini 

Patrika (1863); Dharmatattwa(1864); Sulav Samachar(1871);Mad na Garal?; Dharma  Sadhan 

patrika(1872); Sunday Mirror (1874); Paricharika(1878) Balak bandhu (1879); Bisha Bairee(1881); 
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The New Dispensation (1881); Liberal and the New Dispensation (1882); The Unity and the 

Minister (1885). 

With the new movement the position of women changed beyond recognition. Keshub’s wife 

Jaganmohini was the first lady to launch a new era of women’s emancipation by attending her 

husband’s ordination ceremony at the house of Maharshi Devendranath. A beginning was made 

with male members educating their female members at home. Gradually Antahpur Upasana and 

Streesiksha were organized followed by ‘Bamabodhini Sabha’. The ‘Brahmica Samaj’ was 

organized by the ladies themselves in 1865. The Ladies Normal and Adult School was founded by 

Keshub in 1870.  In 1871 Keshub started the Victoria College for Women. Thus the way was 

paved for the position which Indian women occupy today. 

In 1876 Keshub established another institution of great importance the ‘Albert Institute’ Its 

objectives were to promote literacy among all classes.  

Keshub was regarded as the greatest Indian leader of his time. What he practiced in the Brahmo 

Samaj on a small scale was communicated to national life and to the world at large. During his 

visit to England he was honored by Queen Victoria and many European and American 

philosophers.  

In 1878 the British rulers recommended to marry the Maharaja of Cooch Behar to the eldest 

daughter of Keshub, Sunitee Debi. A great controversy, which is a separate history in itself, 

followed within the Brahma Samaj, and a group used the occasion to break away and form the 

Sadharan Brahmo Samaj with Shiv Nath Shastri as its leader. Ananda Mohan Bose was its first 

President. Under Shivnath’s leadership they continued their religious and social activities much 

in the same spirit as Keshub and achieved much. The Mahila Vidyalaya, the Tattwakaumudi 

Patrika, the City School, the Chatra Samaj, the Sakha, the Sunday School for Children, the 

Brahmo Balika Shikshalaya, the Sadhanashram were all established though the joint efforts of 

Shivnath and Anandamohun. 

Rammohun’s freedom of reason led to Devendranath’s freedom of spirit and with Keshub this 

reached freedom of the will and in 1880 he declared ‘The New Dispensation’ or the ‘Religion of 

Harmony’ as the goal of the Brahmo Samaj.  

The church’s activities were reorganized to work on an all India basis. Individual missionaries 

were designated to study in-depth the scriptures of Christianity and Western culture; the study 

of Islam which led to the first Bengali translation of the Koran; study of  Buddhism; another dove 

deep into the ocean of Hindu scriptures; ‘Nanak Prakash’ was published after studying the Sikh 

scriptures. Trailokyanath Sanyal continued to compose beautiful hymns. The term 

‘Brahmasangeet’ became synonymous with spiritual songs.In 1883 Keshub issued an epistle for 

‘One World for Love and Peace’ to the great nations of the world, to the followers of all great 

prophets and religions, and to the rulers of different countries to shun sectarianism and 

separateness and instead to establish harmony. Within 10 years of this epistle the World 

Parliament of Religions was organized in Chicago by the Unitarians. Keshub, a believer in the 

concept of Church Universal, had left this world by then.  

After twenty five years of ceaseless work and advancement Keshub left this world in 1884The 

Brahmo missionary and great orator Protap Chuder Mozoomdar in one of his lectures said, ‘We 

ask that the Christians remain Christians; the Mohamedans remain Mohamedans; the Hindus 

remain Hindus. Let each of them worship in his heart so purely, so spiritually and in such a spirit 

of love that all men may be brethren and that in spite of differences of nationality and climate 

recognize each other as members of the kingdom which their God will some day establish.  

After Keshub the work of the Brahmo Samaj was carried on for several years by his followers. 

The list of people who became Brahmos or followed the Brahmo creed reads like a Who’s Who of 

India at the time.   

Acknowledgement: Much of the material for this essay is taken from ‘A Short History of the 

Brahmo Samaj and the evlotion of Nababidhan’ by Late Sati Kumar Chatterji. 
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FOX MASTER by Anindya Basu 

A translation of 'Sheyal Pandit' from Thakurmar Jhuli' 

 

There was a fox his dad so skilled 

A nice wall the dad himself built! 

No less was his son 

He had intention!! 

The son got ready, twirled his big moustache and opened a school in the ginger patch.  Pretty 

soon he had all kinds of students. 

Crickets, hoppers, turtles, centipedes 

Worms, Scorpions, long leg arachnids 

Roaches, beetles, frogs and toads 

Grubs and crabs all critters enrolled!! 

Each student screeches!! 

As the fox master teaches!! 

 

The forest came alive with all that noise. Watching this, a crocodile thought, ‘Hello! Everyone is 

getting free lesson from the fox master. Why shouldn’t my kids get any?’ So he took his seven 

kids to the fox master. For starters, the crocodile kiddies learnt to read A, B and C.  The clever fox 

assured the crocodile that each one of his kids will become a scholar in seven days!  The 

crocodile was quite pleased and left his kids in the fox master’s charge and went back home.  

The mean fox snacked on one crocodile kid –a-day for six days! Meanwhile the crocodile thought, 

‘All my kids will become scholars tomorrow!!  I should visit them today. ‘So he told his wife, 

‘Darling! Cook some nice cat-fish pickle, salmon cake and snail stew so that our children can have 

a hearty meal tomorrow.’  Then the crocodile wrapped a nice gunny cloth around him and put on 

a torn fish-net sweater.  Next, he put on a dinghy hat on his head and stuffed a handful of moss 

in his mouth to chew on and rubbing his belly started off towards the fox master’s school.  Soon 

he arrived at the fox master’s school and inquired, ‘Hello Fox master! Let me see how well my 

kids learnt so far?’ The fox master welcomed the crocodile and called out to his students,’ Dung 

beetle! Go get some tobacco for Mr. Crocodile. You there! Grasshopper! Get Mr. Crocodile a 

snuff box.  Now let’s see, where are the croc-kiddies?  Why don’t you take a seat, Mr. Crocodile? I 

will go get your sons.’  He went inside the hole and grabbed the last of the crocodile kiddies. 

Then he propped him up through the hole on the ground seven times to fool the crocodile! Then 

he said to the crocodile, ‘Now that you have seen your kids, why don’t you wait just a day longer? 

All your children are almost there! One more day and they will all become scholars!’ Satisfied, the 

crocodile said, ‘Alright then! ‘And the foolish crocodile left for home.  The fox master ate the last 

one of the crocodile kiddies and then shut his school down and ran away. Run! Run! Run! The 

next day, the crocodile came back and found out that the school was shut down. The patch was 
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empty! The crocodile slapped his own cheek, slapped his own forehead and then started crying. 

Finally he swore, “I shall see that murderer fox master!” 

Crabs -aren’t you ever going to eat some? 

By the stream, aren’t you ever going to come? 

Yes you will 

Then you shall become 

The Crocodile’s kill 

 

The Crocodile went and hid in the stream.  Few days went 

by.  The fox master walked around the stream but didn’t 

dare step into the stream. But he couldn’t wait any longer. 

He was so hungry! So he forgot everything and stepped 

into the stream. As soon as he did that, the crocodile 

grabbed his leg by his saw like teeth.  Then he dragged the 

fox out to the saw-grass jungle.  Immediately the fox 

master tore a tall saw grass and laughed and shouted, “The 

foolish crocodile has now grabbed the saw grass instead of 

my leg. Go ahead! Eat the saw grass leaf then!” The foolish 

crocodile thought, ‘Crud! Did I grab a grass leaf instead?’ So 

he let go of the fox-master’s leg and went for the saw-grass 

leaf!  As soon as he let go, the fox jumped out of the 

stream and ran away! While running, he mocked the crocodile,  

          Mr. Crocodile, hoooowwwl! 

I will open another school! 

Send your kids there too fool! 

Again few days went by; the crocodile could not even find a trace of the fox. One day he made a 

plan to trap the fox. So he lay down on the grass by the stream and opened his mouth and 

pretended to be dead. The fox was passing by. He saw the crocodile and thought gleefully ‘Oh 

goodie! The crocodile is dead. Let me go get my wife and show her!’ But he was very clever. So to 

make sure he said out loud, ‘Holy cow! The crocodile is dead!!  How do we know? Dead crocodiles 

flap their ears and wag their tails. Uh-oh! He is not dead!!’   

The stupid crocodile thought ‘Oh bother! I should move my ears and wag my tails to prove that I 

am dead!’ and so he did.  Near-by some shepherds were herding cows.  They spotted the 

crocodile and came running with sticks and bricks and chased the crocodile away!  The fox ran 

away thinking, ‘That was a close call, dear! Let’s get out of here!’ 

The fox finally entered an egg-plant farm.  

Hungry was he surely 

He ate much merrily 

Ouch! A thorn stuck in his snout 

He tried very hard to pull it out 

But nothing doing! 

He started bleeding! 

 

So he went to the barber and asked, ‘Mr. 

Barber! Are you ‘bout?  If you are then 

please come out!’ 

The barber was a good man. He came out 

and saw the fox and he felt sorry for the 

fox. He Said, ‘Poor Mr. Fox. You are in 

much pain! Let me get my tweezers and 

you will get relief in no time’. But, no one 
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can predict accidents! While pulling the thorn with his tweezers the barber pulled it too hard and 

the fox’s snout got sliced! 

The fox was all upset and furious. He kept shouting, 

‘Hooo-oo-wwwl! You foo-ooool! 

 Fix my nose fast. Else today is your last.’ 

 

The good barber got very scared. He pleaded, ‘Please forgive me! I made a mistake. Please don’t 

kill me!’ So the fox said,’ Okay. I will let it go if you give me your tweezers as a penalty’. 

So the barber reluctantly gave his tweezers to the fox.  The fox took the tweezers and said good-

bye to the barber and off he went. While he was passing by the potter’s house, the potter called 

out to him, ‘Hello Mr. Fox. What’s that in your mouth?’ The fox said, ‘It’s only a pair of tweezers.’  

The potter needed tweezers for himself. So he said, ‘Come, let me see how good they are.’  The 

fox gave the tweezers to him and the potter started examining it. Uh-oh! He broke the tweezers 

by mistake. The fox was very upset and he threatened the potter, ‘You must give me back my 

tweezers intact!’ Unfortunately, there was no black smith available in that village. The hapless 

Potter pleaded, ’Mr. Fox, I am so sorry! Please forgive me!’ The fox said, ‘Okay. Give me a clay-pot 

instead.’ Potter gave the fox a nice clay-pot and breathed a sigh of relief.  The fox started walking 

again holding the clay-pot in his mouth. At that time, a wedding party was passing by.  They were 

blasting crackers and lighting fireworks.  A stray cracker hit the clay-pot and the clay pot 

shattered into pieces! The fox was very upset. He ran up to the groom and said, ’How dare you 

shoot crackers at me! Give me back my clay-pot at once!’ The groom was very scared. He said, 

’Mr. Fox, I am very sorry! Please forgive us. Please don’t kill us!’ The fox said, ‘Nothing doing! You 

got to hand over your bride instead to me and you can go where ever’.  Reluctantly the groom let 

the fox take his bride.  The fox took the bride and set off on his way.  He went to the drummer’s 

house and called out, ‘Mr. Drummer, please come out and gather your band members for a 

performance! I want to marry this girl. Keep this girl in your house while I go get the priest.’ And 

off he went in search of a priest.   

 

The poor bride was very tired and she dozed off sitting at the drummer’s kitchen table. The 

drummer’s wife was cutting some vegetable at the kitchen table with a big knife. The bride fell 

asleep while sitting and fell on the knife. She got sliced into pieces by the big sharp knife! 

Drummer’s wife was shocked and scared to death. So she quickly hid the dead bride in a hay 

stack. Meanwhile, the fox came back with the priest.  The fox looked for the bride, and then 

demanded, ‘Get me my bride at once!’ The drummer’s wife started crying and pleading.  The fox 

was very angry. He said to the drummer,’ You must give me your drum.’ Hastily, the drummer’s 

wife gave the drum to the fox and breathed a sigh of relief.  The fox took the drum and climbed 

up on a palm tree. He started playing the drum and sang, 

 

Ka-boom! Ka-boom! 

Egg-plant thorn got stuck in my snout – ka-boom! Ka –boom! 

Pulled the thorn and sliced my nose – Ka-boom! Ka-boom! 

Nose got sliced. Got me tweezers – Ka-boom! Ka-boom! 

Tweezers broke. Got me a clay pot –Ka-boom! Ka-boom! 

Clay-pot shattered. Got me a bride – Ka-boom! Ka-boom! 

Bride got sliced. Got me a drum-Ka-boom! Ka-boom! 

Ka-boom-ka! Ka-boom-ka! Ka-boom! Ka-boom! 

 

The silly fox started dancing happily up on the tree top. And he slipped and-----------!!!! 
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অরন্ধি – পুরর্ী র্সু 

 

ছিার হইো ও হইদেদছ িা, মৃদুমে র্াোস র্নহদেদছ চানরনেদক।ছিিােী ফুদের ছসৌরি আর সাো কমোর অপূর্ব 
সমাহার রাধা নর্ছািা হইদে স্পষ্ট ছটর পাইদেদছ । েেকাে রানেদে স্বামী, িাশুনড় অথর্া িিনেিী, কাহার 
সদঙ্গ ছকািরকম র্চসা হে িাই রাধার, যাহা যখি েখি,  ছসইখাদি প্রনেনেি ঘটিো থাদক । িরীদর র্াড়নে 
উর্ত্তাপ িাই, এেএর্ জ্বর ছয হে িাই োহা র্োই র্াহুল্য। অন্য ছকাদিারকম বেনহক বর্কল্য অথর্া ক্লানন্ত ও 
অনুির্ কনরদেদছ িা ছস ।  
র্ানহদর বৃনষ্ট িাই। আকাি পনরষ্কার । সুিীে ।  
িীে অথর্া উষ্ণো ছকািটাই নর্রনক্তকর পযবাদে উপিীে হেিাই। রাধার একমাে সন্তাি সাধি সম্পূণব সুস্থ ।  
স্বামী ও পুে এখি পযবন্তও পাদিই নিদ্রানিমে। েবু রাধা ঠিক কনরে আনজদক ছস রাাঁনধদর্ িা।  
রাাঁনধদর্ িা ছো নকছুদেই রানধদর্িা । 
রাধা আজ রাাঁনধদর্ িা । 
সূযব ছক িানকো রাধা র্নেে, 'আজ তুনম ছেনরদে উঠিদর্। কারণ আমই অদিকক্ষণ নর্ছািাদে থানকর্ ।' 
অন্ধকাদরর সনহে ছকাথা র্নের্ার সুদযাে হইে িা। ছকিিা রাধার নসদ্ধ্বান্ত গ্রহণ কনরর্ার পূদর্বই আধার নর্োদে 
েইোদছ ।  
পানখদক িানকো র্নেে রাধা,’ ছোমরা আজ ঘুম িাঙ্গানিো োি থামাইওিা। আমই জানেো জানেো শুইো 
শুইো ছসই োি শ্রর্ণ কনরর্ । ‘ 
ছমঘ ছক িানকো র্নেে, ‘সূযব ছক সাহায্য কর। উহাদক লুকাইো রাদখা ছোমাদের িাড়ীর অিদে।’ছিিােীদক 
েক্ষয কনরো উপদেি নেদো ‘আর ঝনড়ো পনরদো িা। মদণ কর রানে পরিাে হে িাই ।’ 
নিনির ছক র্নেে, ‘তুনম নর্ন্দু নর্ন্দু ছিাটাদে ঘাদসর ওপদর িানমো আনসদে থাক ।’ 
সূযব কথা শুনণে রাধার । অদিকক্ষণ ছস আকাদি উনেে হইদো িা। ছমঘ আনসো সুিীে আকাি ঢানকো 
রানখে। পানখরা রানে ছিদের োি ক্রমােে োনহদে োনেে ।  
ছিিােী ছর্াাঁটা িক্ত কনরো আশ্চযব ঔজ্বদলা েইো বৃদক্ষ ছিািা পাইদে োনেে। নিনির নর্ন্দু অির্রে ঘাদসর 
ওপর ঝনড়ো পনড়ো োহাদের িাদোর্াসাদে নসক্ত কনরে ।  
রাধা আেমরা িানিো এপাি হইদে ওপাি েড়াইো শুইে । ইদোমদধ্য র্ানড়দে হুেস্থূে পনড়ো নেোদছ ।ঘুম 
িানিদে সকদেরই নর্স্তর নর্েম্ব ঘটিোদছ আজ। িামো আর আেিব নেনপ ভুনেো সাধি পুণ্য পুণ্য র্ানহদর দৃনষ্ট 
নিদক্ষপ কনরদেদছ । রাধার স্বামী আোদণর হাদট যাইর্ার সমে উপনস্থে। িিনেিী নর্দ্যােে যাইদে প্রস্তুে। প্রিােী 
উপাসিার সাঙ্গ কনরো িাশুনড় ঠাকুরঅন্ নেদির প্রথম আহার েহব ণ কনরদে উন্মুখ ।  
অথচ রাধা েখদিা িয্যাদে। রাধা আজ রাাঁনধদর্ িা ।  
রাাঁনধদর্ িা ছো নকছুদেই রাাঁনধদর্ িা। রাধা আজ রাাঁনধদর্ িা ।  
‘নক হইদো? হইদো টা নক? সকদেই নক উপর্াসী হইদর্ আজ? ব্যাপারটা নকছুদেই ছর্াধেম্য হইদেদছ িা ।’ 
সমস্বদর িাশুনড় িিনেিী ও স্বামীর ব্যাকুে প্রে । 
রাধার নর্ন্দুমাে ভ্রূদক্ষপ ছিই । িয্যা সানরো ছস মন্থর েনেদে মানেদে িানমে। ঘদরর ছকাণাদে রনক্ষে কেনস 
খািা কাাঁদখ েইো ধীদর ধীদর পুকুদরর নেদক ধানর্ে হইদো ।  
‘পুে নক আমার নর্িা আহাদরই কাদজ যাইদর্ আজ?’রাধা নিরুর্ত্তর। িাশুনড় ক্রুধ ।  
‘র্নে এঁদটা ছেমাে ছকাথা হইদে আনসে? হইে টা নক?’রাধা নিরুর্ত্তর। স্বামী নর্নস্বে।  
‘র্উঠাি, আমার পাঠিাোদে যাইর্ার সমে হইে।’রাধা নিরুর্ত্তর। িিনেিী নর্েণ্ণ। নচনন্তে।  
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পুকুর ঘাদট আনসো জদে পা ডুর্াইো ছুপ কনরো র্নসো আদছ রাধা। পশ্চাদে নমনেে কদণ্ঠর গুঞ্জি িে- 
রীনেমদো নচৎকার। ইনেমদধ্য েীে নর্োদপর মাধ্যদম পারা-প্রনেদর্নির কদেকজিদক একনেে কনরোদছ িাশুনড়। 
রাধা নিনর্বকার। জদের নেদক দৃনষ্ট নিদক্ষপ কনরো চুপচাপ র্নসো আদছ ছস । পুাঁটি, র্জুনর, খনেসা, আর 
কাজেী ঝাাঁক র্ানধো ছেৌড়াইো আদস রাধার পাদের কাদছ।  
‘যাও, ছোমরা এইর্ারটি সদরা। ছোমাদের কাহাদরা জন্য আহার আনি িাই আনজদক ।’ 
মাদছরা েবু সািদে নিের্াজী খাে। রাধার উপনস্থেই োহাদের চিে কদর। অন্য নকছু চাদহ িা োহারা ।  
আকাদির নেদক দৃনষ্ট নিদক্ষপ কদর রাধা। মুখ টিনপো সূযব হাদস ।  
‘রাে কনরোছ?’ সূদযবর প্রে । ‘ছকি, আদরকটু নর্েম্ব সনহে িা ছোমার? ‘অনিমাি- নর্ক্ষূব্ধ স্বদর রাধার 
নজোসা।‘ছক্ষদের িস্যসমূদহ দৃনষ্ট বুোইদেই বুনঝদর্ আর মুহূেব  কাে নর্েম্ব হইদে নক ঘটিে।’ 
রাধা পুকুরপাদড় মৃেপ্রাদে িস্যদক্ষে অর্দোকি কদর। ‘উহারা র্াাঁনচদর্ ছো?’ রাধা নচনন্তে ।  
‘তুনম একর্ার হানসদেই উহারা আর্ার জানেো উঠিদর্ ।’  
রাধা োাঁড়াইো পনড়ে। নিদজর চানরনেদক একপাক ঘুনরো মণ খনেো হা হা কনরো হানসো উঠিে। োহার দুই 
র্াহু দুই নেদক শূন্যদে প্রসানরে ।  
রাধা হানসদেদছ। হানসদেদছ। হানসদেদছ । 
সবুজ িস্যদক্ষে ছযি এইমাে ঘুম হইদে জানেো উঠিে। িনড়োচনড়ো ছসাজা হইো োাঁড়াইো পনড়ে োহারা। 
রাধা হঠাৎ আনর্ষ্কার কনরে োহার স্বামী আনসো দুই ঘাড় ধনরো ঝাাঁকাইদেদছ োহাদক । 
ছচাদখর সম্মুদখ িাশুনড় অনেদৃনষ্ট আর কঠিি র্াকযর্াণ নেো োহার সম্পূণব িরীদরি হুে ফুটাইদেদছ ।িিনেিী 
অনিমাদি ক্রেি কনরদেদছ ।রাধা েবু হানসদেদছ । হানসদেদছ । হানসদেদছ । রাধা হানসদেদছ । 
রাধার সদঙ্গ োে নমোইো নিরনির কনরো হাওো র্নহদেদছ । 
পুকুদরর জে ছছাট ছছাট েরঙ্গ তুনেো নখেনখে কনরো িানঙ্গো পনড়দেদছ । 
পানখরা নকনচরনমনচর িদে অপূর্ব সুদরর ঝঙ্কার সৃনষ্ট কনরোদছ ।মাদছরা িানচদেদছ- িানসদেদছ- ডুনর্দেদছ । 
ফুদেরা পাোর সনহে একো ছঘােণা কনরো মৃদুিাদর্ মাথা িাড়াইদেদছ । 
রাধা হানসদেদছ। হানসদেদছ। হানসদেদছ ।ছক্রাধানিে স্বামী আছাড় নেো িাদের হাাঁনড় িানঙ্গো আভুক্ত অর্স্থাদেই 
হাদটর পদথ যাো শুরু কনরে ।িাশুনড়র নর্োপ আর আনিিাপ উচ্চেদে র্ানজদে থাদক ।িীে িিনেিী এক-পা 
দুই-পা কনরো প্রনেদর্িীর র্ানড় সনরো পদড় ।পুে সাধি আদস্ত আদস্ত আনসো োাঁড়াে পুকুদরর নকিারাে । 
রাধা েবু রাাঁনধদর্ িা ।রাাঁনধদর্ িা ছো নকছুদেই রাাঁনধদর্ িা । 
রাধা আজ রাাঁনধদর্ িা ।রাধার মাথাটা হঠাৎ এক পাক ঘুনরো যাে । 
র্মদির ইো একর্ার বুক চানপো উঠিো আদস। ছকাদিামদে োহা েমি কদর ছস । 
মাটিদে র্নসো পদড় রাধা। আর্ার েৎক্ষণাৎ উঠিো োাঁড়াে। ছস ছয অসুস্থ িদহ ছসই সম্পদকব  ছস অর্েে । 
জীর্দির সর্চাইদেই সুস্থ প্রনক্রো স্বািানর্কিাদর্ই ছয অসুস্থোর জন্ম ছেে রাধা ছকর্ে োহাই অনুির্ কনরে 
একর্ার। সুেরািং ছস িীে িদহ । 
‘মা আমার ক্ষুধা োনেোদছ।’দূর হইদে ছক ছযি আর্ার র্নেে, ‘মা আমার খর্ ক্ষুধা োনেোদছ ।’ 
রাধার হৃেদে একটা র্ড়রকম ছোেপাড় শুরু হইে। িান্ত সমুদদ্র হঠাৎ উপনস্থে হইে প্রচণ্ড ঝদড়র োণ্ডর্ 
।পুেদক বুদক জড়াইো ছস একদৃনষ্টদে োকাইো রনহে জদের নেদক । 
োরপর আকাদির নেদক । সূদযবর নেদক ।োরপর োছ, পানখ, ফুে, পাোর নেদক ।রাধা োহার চানরনেক 
েিীরিাদর্ নিরীক্ষণ কনরদে থাদক ।একটা কাক উনড়ো আনসো টুপ কনরো একখাি ছছাট্ট পাকা ছেঁদপ ছিনেো 
ছেে রাধার ছকাদে। দুই হাদে োহা খনেো রাধা পুদের মুদখ পুনরো নেে। সাধদির ক্ষুধা োহাদে নমটিে িা ।  
রাধা মাছরািাদক িানকো কনহে, ‘পুকুদরর মধ্যখাদি ছয িাপো ঝাড়, োহার মধ্য হইদে সর্চাইদে র্ড় ঢযাাঁপটা 
তুনেো আি আমার সন্তাদির জন্য।’ ঢযাাঁপটা আকাদর বৃহৎ- ক্ষুধা নির্ারদণর জন্য যদথষ্ট। নকন্তু রাধার পুে 
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োহার নকনিৎমাে িক্ষণ কনরে ।‘মা আমার খর্ ক্ষুধা পাইোদছ। তুনম রাাঁনধদর্ িা?’ 
চতুথব র্েব সমাপ্ত কনরোদছ সাধি। উহার উেদর এখি প্রচণ্ড ক্ষুধা। োদছর সামান্য ঐ িে ছকমি কনরো পানরদর্ 
এই ক্ষুধা নিবৃর্ত্ত কনরদে? 
‘মা তুনম রানধদর্ িা?’বুক িানঙ্গো যাইদে চাদহ । আর বুনঝ পারা যাইদর্ িা । েবু ছকাদিামদে রাধা কদহ 
‘িা।’রাধা রাাঁনধদর্ িা।রাাঁনধদর্ িা ছো নকছুদেই রাাঁনধদর্ িা। 
রাধা আজ রাাঁনধদর্ িা। 
সাধিদক র্দক্ষ চানপো পুকুরঘাট হইদে রাধা িদের র্াোদির েহীদি চনেো আদস। ছজাড়াসি কাটিো ঘাদসর 
উপর র্নসো পুেদক ছকাদের উপর ছিাওোইো ছেে। োরপর একর্ার এইনেক একর্ার ঐনেক সেকব োর সনহে 
দৃনষ্ট নিদক্ষপ কদর। আদিপাদি ছকহই িাই। হাওোর োপদট জামরুে আর কাাঁঠাে োছগুনের িােপাো 
িনড়োচনড়ো রাধার চানরনেদক একটা মৃদু ছর্ষ্টিীর সৃনষ্ট কদর। রাধা আদস্ত আদস্ত বুদকর কাপড় সরাে। ছখাো 
আকাদির নিদচোহার উন্মকু্ত র্দক্ষর সুদৃঢ় ও সুপুষ্ট স্তিযুেে সূদযবর আদোদে ঝেমে কদর। রাধা োহার র্াম 
স্তিবৃন্ত সন্তাদির মুদখ তুনেো ছেে। আর োহার েনক্ষণ হস্ত অির্রে সাধদির মাথা, চুে, কপাে আর চদক্ষ 
আের নর্োইদে ব্যস্ত থাদক। অিিযস্ত সাধি প্রথম কদেক মুহুেব  ঘটিার আকনিকোে চমকাইো যাে। োহার পর 
ধীদর, খর্ ধীদর ছস মাদের স্তিকনে অনে আগ্রদহ মুদখর নিের টানিো েে। প্রথদম একটু, োরপর আরও 
একটু ছজাদর, োরপর সমস্ত িনক্ত নেো সাধি োহার সর্চাইদে নিরাপে খাদ্য মাদের িরীর হইদে শুনেো 
েইদে ছচষ্টা কদর।রাধা নচনন্তে। রাধা উন্মুখ। নকছুই ঘটিদেদছ িা। এখি ছস কী কনরদর্? ছমরুেণ্ড ছসাজা 
কনরো হাাঁটু ছড়াইো আদরা আরাম কনরো র্দস রাধা। চানরনেদক একর্ার দৃনষ্ট বুোে। োাঁদে োাঁদে চানপো, োাঁদে 
ছঠাাঁট চানপো রাধা নকছু কামিা কদর-ইো কদর। আর ঠিক েক্ষুনণই োহা ঘদট। ঝণবার মদো কূে কূে কনরো, 
সমস্ত িরীর নিরনির কনরো কাাঁপাইো কাাঁপাইো, দুই পাড় প্লানর্ে কনরো, র্াাঁধিাঙ্গা র্ন্যার মদো িানমো আদস 
নকছু োহার র্ক্ষ ছিে কনরো।রাধা োকাে সন্তাদির মুদখর নেদক। নখেনখে কনরো হানসদেদছ সাধি আর োহার 
নক্রোিীে ছঠাাঁদটর দুই কে র্নহো সাো সাো দুদধর ছিিা ঝনরো পনড়দেদছ মাটিদে টুপ টুপ কনরো। 
রাধা হানসদেদছ।সাধি হানসদেদছ। 
ছমঘ আনসো সূযবদক ঢানকো রানখোদছ।এক পাদে োাঁড়াইো োাঁড়াইো িানেক নর্শ্রাম েইদেদছ। মৃদুমে র্াোস 
র্নহদেদছ।রাধা হানসদেদছ। 
সাধি হানসদেদছ। 
রাধা ঠিক কনরোদছ আনজদক ছস রাাঁনধদর্ িা। 
রাাঁনধদর্ িা ছো নকছুদেই রাাঁনধদর্ িা। 
রাধা আর রানধদর্ িা। 
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ON INSTINCT, INTUITION AND SIXTH SENSE by Mita Mukherjee 

Sixth-sense:  It was dark, a fog was rolling in; I could feel it in my bones. 

It was only six o’clock in the evening, but the darkness that crowded into the room was un-

natural. I had been working late trying to finish up the research work that I had been working on. 

The boss was getting a bit antsy and had been giving me a lecture on diligence and in-depth 

studies etc. So I was determined to finish my work that evening. 

Suddenly the overhead light blinked a couple of times and went out. 

 

My office was in an old building in Kolkata. It used to be bungalow in the British times, where a 

British official may have lived with his family; in its heyday bright chandeliers hung from the 

ceiling, Persian carpets: covered the wooden floors, Mahogany furniture resplendent in their 

shine used to be scattered around the house.Now the house was like a shell, waiting to be 

devoured by the modern times, if only the walls could talk! 

 

I had been very surprised when my boss showed me the house and said we would be 

temporarily shifting there, while a brand new office was going to be built for us in the back yard 

adjoining the house.Once the new offices were built, this house would be razed to the ground 

and a modern structure would be built in its place. 

 

My computer screen, glared at me for a few seconds and then it too went out! 

“Great!” I thought—“must be a power outage!” 

 

My first thought was that, these old houses probably have faulty wiring, hopefully my computer 

didn’t get wrecked, and in that case all my hard work would go down the drain.   

“GRRR! Here I was almost done, just a couple of finishing touches, and I would have concluded 

my paper.” “There has to be a flash light or candle somewhere” I thought. 

 

As I scraped back, my chair, I felt a sudden “WHOOSH” of air as the door to the outside hallway,   

shut itself with a loud thud, as if someone had forcefully shut it. Then a sudden creaky noise 

made the  hair on my neck stand on their end, and a cold chill enveloped me---The old 

mahogany armoire, the only furniture left over from British time’s-- gaped open slowly, creaking 

ominously,  behind me! I was petrified! 

 

 “How did those sturdy doors open up? I had tried them before and they were firmly locked!  

All sensible thoughts had deserted my brain---I was caught in a time warp. All of a sudden I could 

feel the house wake up around me. Bright lanterns sent light and shadows around me, ladies 

dressed in gowns whispered in their British accents, the gentlemen wearing pantaloons and 

shiny boots walked around! 

I shook my head—was I dreaming? 

 

No I was in my office, sitting in the darkness, but the darkness was no longer menacing, there 

was a sliver of light coming through the crack in between the curtains, I was no longer turned to 

stone!  I looked around as a yellowed piece of paper fluttered out of the open armoire, I picked it 

up and went to see where it had come from, somehow my hand went straight to the bottom 

shelf and a felt something solid. 

 

It felt like a hard bound book. As soon as I took it out and turned my back on the armoire, the 

doors creaked shut! 
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Somehow not feeling afraid anymore, I groped towards the door of the room, almost afraid to 

open it, because the thought came to my mind that I might be locked in the room for the night! 

However as soon as I touched the handle it opened without a protest. In the faint light that was 

coming through, I packed up my bag and computer, very gently put the book in my bag and 

headed home.Once outside, I sighed with relief! 

 

However the whole episode had a dream like quality—had I dreamt it all? 

 

No –the piece of paper and the book was evidence that something or someone had wanted me 

to find the book.I stayed up all night trying to decipher the book, it was yellowed and had holes 

and cracks between pages; It turned out to be a diary of a young woman, named Philippa, who 

had married a colonel, in the British Army and set up house in my mysterious house. She had 

lost her husband at some point but had elected to stay back in India; established a school in the 

house; At one time it must have been a lively little place. 

I felt as if the house was reaching out to me to save it from destruction—I didn’t know if I could, 

but I would surely TRY!! 

That episode reminded me that I do possess a –sixth sense! 

 

Instinct:  Instinct, I think is a basic programing in humans. In animals it manifests as an 

awareness of danger, which could be another animal, or a storm or an earthquake or tsunami 

etc. 

In persons it is more of a like/dislike factor, instinctively we gravitate towards other people who 

think alike, or we stay away from people we don’t feel comfortable with; We have likes and 

dislikes towards food, clothes, habitat etc. 

 

Intuition:  Intuition has been called our greatest resource, and a way to discover our inner 

wisdom; many authors have expounded on how to hone one’s intuition so it would be easy to 

predict events. 

 

A simple example is when you stand in front of a bank of elevators, and without consciously 

thinking about it, you know which one would open; or  you are thinking about a friend, and 

haven’t heard from them for years and lo and behold, they call up that afternoon!  

I have heard of a true story about a young man, who was travelling on a train, to Madras 

(Chennai as it is called now), and he got off at a station to get some food, and all of a sudden the 

train started moving and he ran after it, he almost had a foot on top of the bottom stair, when a 

weird feeling came over him;  

 

He just let go and stepped back on the platform; He was feeling frustrated with himself, thinking 

of having to get another ticket, all his luggage left on the train etc. 

 

Imagine his surprise when he found out that the train had derailed in the middle of the night, 

leaving hundreds dead and wounded! One of the worst train disasters in history of Indian 

Railways. 

 

Some authors say that intuition can be developed by using alternate thinking and focusing the 

mind in a different way. 

 

We become like automatons, going through the everyday tasks, watching TV, playing with our 

phones so that we ignore the vast resource that the MIND--has to offer. 

Just wanted to present a little insight about instinct, intuition and sixth sense. 
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THE LITTLE ART CORNER #1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memories of Oia, Santorini by Ahana Nandy 

Unicorn, by Rajarshi Bose 
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MY PROGRESS, MY COMMUNITY’S CONTRIBUTION  by Navajyoti Ray 

Barman (Meet) Duke University 

 

It seems like any time I accompany my parents to a Bengali party nowadays, interested aunties 

and uncles always approach me very enthusiastically, asking for updates on my studies and 

extracurricular. A lot of the times, parents ask me for recommendations on their own children’s 

academic endeavors. Don’t get me wrong, I’m honored to be of any help.  

I have some work to do personally, but I can nonetheless say I’m content with my academic place 

and path. What I’d like to expose in this article is that while many people thought that I did 

everything on my own to reach my current standing, that statement is false.  

Of course, my parents supported me through the long nights in high school when I would come 

home from school at 9 PM after many hours of extracurricular and leadership activities, just to 

do my homework ‘til about 2 or 3 AM.   Many times I would even get upset with them for staying 

up with me for that long, refusing to go to bed until I myself was ready to sleep. I appreciate that 

a lot now. But it was through the support of this Bengali community that I received through my 

middle and high school years that also encouraged me to never hold back in my passions and 

endeavors. Sure, I had academic drive, but I don’t believe that defines me as Meet.  

This community and its various functions provided an outlet for me to share whatever new 

passion or hobby I took on, which for me, turned out to be mostly musical. For those who may 

be reading this, if you think back to Milonee functions 3 or 4 years ago, I would be the lanky, 

long-haired boy who shyly straggled onto the auditorium stage with a guitar; my first real, self-

initiated attempts at performing for people.  

I look back on those days now, and I can honestly say it is through the praise, encouragement, 

and love I felt from members of this community that bolstered my confidence and prompted me 

to play guitar for a number of Durga Pujas every October.  

 

With the newfound enthusiasm for performance that the Bengali community had provided me, I 

even got a few of my friends to perform with me at several pujas; some performances turned 

out fun, and others, well, were probably only fun for us and not the audience. 

 Those Milonee performances were a safe haven for me to explore my growing passion for 

music, and the enthusiasm of the community granted me the self-confidence to pursue bolder 

musical endeavors in high school. The truth is, if the community, including my parents, was any 

less open-minded or accepting to new experiences or ideas, I wouldn’t have continued guitar or 

started rapping. Those small, seemingly casual performances at Puja secretly prepared me to a 

great extent to perform at outside venues, including schools and restaurant, both as a solo 

performer and as a part of my high school band. 

  

And so, when parents go on to praise my seemingly amazing solo achievements, I can’t help but 

be humbled by the fact that any of the achievements of the younger generation is spurred by the 

love and affectionate attentiveness of the older community we are surrounded by. Now, when I 

come home from Duke, and go to the various Bengali functions and parties, I find myself smiling 

each time at the thought of how lucky I am to have grown up in a community like this. The love 

and respect I continue to receive from the community is what inspires me – really, any of us – to 

continue doing what we love to the best of our ability.  

 

I still have a long way to go, but it is with your blessings I look toward the future with excitement 

and hope. 
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MAGGI পাাঁচানে –দয়িতা রাি 

 [পাঠকলদর কালে অিুলরাধ  ক্ষী পাাঁচান র মতি সুর কলর পড়ুি।...] 
 

ঘরর ঘরর হাহাকার, বুক ভরা বযথা, 

শ ান সরব বয়ি আয়ি Maggi ব্রতকথা । 

শে িন পয়িরব ব্রত য়দিা প্রাণ মন, 

অন্নপূণণা-র কৃপা দয়ৃি পাইরব অনুক্ষণ! 

অগাধ সুস্বাদ ুMaggi আয়সি িীবরন, 

মতণ বাসী পয়িরিা শপ্ররম, য়নয়িন্ত মরন । 

ভাত ডাি রাাঁয়ধবার নায়হ প্ররিািন, 

দয়ুময়নরে Maggi হি, খুয়  িনগণ! 

য়পতামাতা রায়গ করহন খাও ভাত বরস, 

য় শুগণ Maggi চাি, শ ারি গাি শরারে! 

অতঃপর য়পতামাতা মায়নিা শনন হার, 

Maggi -র য়িত হি, অয়ত অয়বচার । 

ঘরর ঘরর শুরু হি Maggi-র িি গান, 

অয়বয়দত মতণ বাসী পুিয়কত প্রাণ । 

দয়ুময়নরে Maggi রাাঁরধা সহি উপাি, 

শেরি বুরিা সকরিই খুয়  মরন খাি! 

শহারেরি Maggi শেন মারির আয় বণাদ, 

কু্ষদাতণ  োত্ররদর বন্ধ আতণ নাদ। 

শভািাভািা প্রিাগণ রারখনা খবর, 

িারননা খুাঁয়িরে তারা য়নরির কবর! 

িয়ক্ষরর উরপক্ষা কয়র, ডায়করতরে েম, 

শস্বচ্ছাি য়বে পান, হাি বুয়িরত অক্ষম! 

শভিাি শখরি বি হি মতণ বাসীর োনা, 

য়বশুদ্ধ কাহারর কি শনই তারদর িানা! 

 

দয়িতা রাি: জন্ম জামশেদপুর, পড়াশোনা সূশে দুর্গাপুর, বেনারস, জাপান ঘুশর আজ কমগসূশে হল্যান্ডবাোসী । 

কাশজর ফাাঁ শক ফাাঁ শক ছড়া বল্খা একটা বনোর মতন । দদনয়িন জীেশনর ঘটনাই এই সে ছড়ার মূল্ য়েষিেস্তু। 

"য়হয়জয়েয়জ আমার Stress buster "য়হয়জয়েয়জ পড়শত পড়শত পাঠকশদর মুশখর হায়সই আমার সে বেশক েড় প্রায়ি । 

দদবরোরগ কয়রি শেে শকারনা সুয়ধিরন, 

দখুী হরিা মতণ বাসী Maggi -র পতরন । 

Maggi শত শে শেরস ভরা ক্ষয়তকর সীসা, 

শুয়ন সব গুয়ন িরন হারাইি য়দ া! 

ধনমরদ মত্ত Nestle কয়রিারে শহিা, 

ঢায়িিারে য়বে শপরে, অসাধু এ শখিা! 

বুয়দ্ধমান অয়মতাভ ও পয়িরিন এ  াাঁরদ, 

অরিৌয়কক Maggi খাইিা িিা শদবী কাাঁরদ! 

মাধুরী শমায়হনী তবুও িিাইি শকস-এ, 

শখরিয়েি এক বাটি য়বজ্ঞাপরনর শ রে! 

গাি ভরা শোরি আি ডুয়বিা য়মস য়িনতা 

এয়দরক য়সরনমা শনই তারওপর এই য়চন্তা! 

না িায়নিা শুয়নিা শকন করা য়বজ্ঞাপন? 

অয়ভেুক্ত হরিন এরা, িারমিা অকারণ! 

ভরি ভরি মতণ  শহারত য়বদাি য়নরিা Maggi, 

আরবগপ্রবণ মতণ বাসী হন গৃহতযাগী । 

Facebook এ সৃ্নয়তচারণ, শসয়ক হাহাকার, 

Maggi শপ্রমী মতণ বাসী কয়ররে প্রচার। 

সুস্বাদ ুহইরিই তাহা য়হতকর নি, 

শিাভ শমাহ তযাগই হরিা িীবরনর িি! 

স্বাস্থকর খাইিা ভারিা থারকা ভক্তগণ, 

অন্নরত য় রর োও, কররা িক্ষীর পূিন। 

Maggi -র ব্রতকথা হইরিা সমাপন, 

ভাত ডাি শখরি বাাঁরচা, িি িক্ষীনারািণ! 
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MY MUSIC by Aloknanada Dasgupta 

Early on I was exposed to the Indian classical dance, Odissi, classical piano, films, literature and 

paintings. Eventually, I got steered towards music, keeping my passion for dance intact. My 

education in English Literature at St. Xavier's College perfectly complemented my musical 

journey. Studying music at York University further enabled me to have a lucid perspective on 

how to leverage the most creative music within myself. In Mumbai, I began exploring the 

experimental Bollywood music scene. I started to assist a composer in this field and learned 

certain technical and business aspects of creating experimental music for Bollywood films. 

 I learned music programming and electronic music. I then started scoring for films. 

 I wanted to create a balance by merging my background in western classical music with the 

quirky parallel Bollywood trend. My work (including songs and background scores) reflect both 

styles. I wish to grow and broaden these horizons further in my career. 

 

As a child, I remember being exposed to world cinema while learning the piano. My father 

wanted me to be a Pianist and my late mother wanted me to be an Indian classical dancer.  

It was a lovely dilemma. Cinema seemed to be the foundation for both.  

Being the daughter of a film maker and having taken "Film studies" as an elective in graduation, 

I was naturally expected to follow the same. Instead, I chose to study and compose music. 

 After completing my grades for Royal School of Music, London, I completed my Bachelors in 

Music degree from York University. 

 

 I wanted to be a composer but I also wanted it to be associated with film making.  

The obvious choice was to score for films. I have always been very fond of background scores 

and movie soundtracks. I wanted to explore the magic of how music supports the visuals. 

 It seemed challenging but equally rewarding. My passions ultimately lead me to Mumbai where I 

started my career.  

I wish to pursue this passion throughout my life. 

 

Hollywood composers have noted that to be a successful film music composer, one must have a 

thick skin, have the ability to work around the clock, and be able to manage business relations. 

The truth in these statements has become very evident to me of late. 

 The goal of filmmaking is to be able to convert one's vision onto celluloid and make it 

aesthetically palatable for the audience. Creatively, it’s challenging to procure an impeccable 

script and translate it for the big screen.  

In addition, a filmmaker must also understand the roles of cinematographers, editors, casting 

directors, etc., as these jobs are vital to filmmaking process. Working with producers to fund and 

distribute the film are concerns in addition to the competition a film faces upon release. 

 

Box office potential is commonly the deciding factor when striking a balance between producing 

commercial cinema and cinema for passion. A composer must acknowledge these conditions 

when making important creative decisions. 

 

 

SOMETHING ABOUT PUJO AND MUSIC -Waking up at 4am to the music of "Mahalaya" on the 

radio has been an annual ritual since I was a baby. For a person who hates early mornings, this 

was a huge exception. Waking up to Birendra Kishore Bhodro and to "jago tumi jago" was 

something that became an intrinsic part of childhood as well as adulthood 
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The official name of 
Kola Bou which is 
worshipped during 
Durga Pujo is 
Nabapatrika – it is a 
form of Devi Durga as 
the Goddess of 
agriculture & it has no 
relation to as Ganesh’s 
wife. Ganesha’s wife is 
Pusti. 

 

The feeling is indescribable; the joy, the excitement of Pujo. For most of us our lives have 

changed since we live away from Kolkata. Yet we haven't been able to dissociate ourselves from 

the nostalgia of it all. The dhak, the kashor ghonta and the music of pujo in the air is what still 

makes us feel at home, makes us feel Bengali at heart and makes us crave for those golden days. 

I miss it a lot and would give anything to relive those memories. 

 

 
Alokananda Dasgupta is a composer based in Mumbai. She is the daughter of 

filmmaker Buddhadeb Dasgupta. She holds a Bachelors of Arts degree with Honors 

in English Literature from St. Xavier's College. She received a Bachelor’s of Music with 

Honors in Theory, Composition and Piano at York University, Toronto. Alokananda 

gravitated naturally towards music composition for films which lead her to work in 

National award winning Marathi films like Shala, Fandry and Labour of Love and 

was one of five selected for the Mumbai Composers Lab in 2013. She received the 

Prabhat Purashkar (2014) and the Sanksriti Kala Darshan (2012) awards for best 

background score. She's also done the music for the critically acclaimed Hindi film B.A Pass and scored the music 

for a few of her father's films, Woh,Treyodoshi, and the upcoming Anwar ka Ajab Kissa. She has composed for 

short films, documentaries and was the music assistant to Bollywood Composer Amit Trivedi on the film 

soundtrack for Udaan and No-one killed Jessica. 

 

                                                                                                 

Ganesh by Eshana Bhoumick (Rai) 

https://www.filmysphere.com/upload/pages/media/72d8633b20ad960f71cf5a14a3a6e434.jpg
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SHADOW, THE PUPPY by Kojagoree Ganguly    

He really is the best; 

Has a small white spot on his upper chest. 

Blacker than a thousand nights, 

(Eyes) brighter than the brightest lights.   Oh yes, that’s him, 

 

A smart little doggie who’s not a bit dim. 

When he gets happy we hear a sound, 

Thump-thump-thump – his tail hits the 

ground! 

Loves to eat 

(And) pants in the heat. 

 

Is a bit small, 

(But) walks as if he’s the biggest of all. 

His ears droop down 

(He’s) famous all over town. 

(He’s) not afraid of the vet, 

Not afraid of him yet.  

When ready for bed 

Down droops his head. 

But is always on his feet 

To meet and to greet! 

 

 

 

Cartoon: Subir Ranjan Sengupta 
( Was part time Architect;Part time Engineer;Part time Bike and Dog Lover.Part time teller of stories;Part time 

cartoonist and wanderer, and a full time father) 
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THE PORCELAIN DOLL by Roshmi Bhaumik 

 

Once upon a time, there was a handsome woodcutter named Keith Wood. He lived in a small 

cottage near a forest with his mother. Every morning he went into the woods to collect fallen 

trees and broken boughs. He cut them into smaller pieces with his heavy axe.  In the afternoon, 

he sold firewood at the town market. With the money, he bought milk, bread and meat for his 

family.He returned home in the evening, tired 

and hungry. Keith often wished to snack on a 

slice of cake. Unfortunately, he never had 

enough money to buy the expensive cakes at 

the baker’s shop. 

 

One day he had an idea. He thought of 

making cakes at home. So he started to save 

some money everyday. Soon he saved 

enough to buy a packet of flour, sugar, butter and some eggs.  

 

He went home happily and asked his mother to bake him a cake. Keith’s mother was old and 

weak. Preparing the batter took a lot of strength. Keith tried to help her though his cooking skills 

left a lot to be desired. Finally the cake was ready and they loved every bite. However, the poor 

woodcutter understood it was hard work to make cakes. If only someone strong and capable 

could help his mother, he would be able to enjoy cakes more regularly. 

 

Next morning he got up very early and went to the forest. While collecting the branches, he 

noticed a clearing behind the trees. In the opening, he saw a young girl in a pink dress, dancing 

on the grass. She had a melodious voice and sang to her heart’s content. Keith was mesmerised 

by her beauty. Suddenly he heard a loud crack behind him. He turned quickly and saw some 

birds flying away. He looked for the girl again but there was no one around. Eventually, with a 

heavy heart, he went back to his work.  

 

Many times that day, he found his thoughts returning to the girl. His heart longed to see her 

again. 

 

At night, he had a terrifying dream. He was 

trying to save a lovely princess. The maiden 

was attacked by a huge dragon with long 

black nails dripping blood. Keith bravely 

fought the dragon, for a seemingly endless 

time. In the end, the dragon used its forearms 

to strangle him. Even with his strong arms he 

could not pull himself free. The young man 

was getting dizzy and everything around him 

got blurry. He was about to die when 

suddenly his mother’s call woke him up from the nightmare. 

 

While returning home that evening, curiosity consumed the lonely woodcutter. 

 

 He went to the same spot to look for the girl of his dreams. In the twilight, the deserted dell had 

a magical attraction. Keith crossed the grassy patch and found a narrow path between some 

https://roshmihappylife.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/woodcutter2.png
https://roshmihappylife.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/clearing.png
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overgrown bushes. He proceeded on the path with caution. It led him to a dark cottage, half 

covered with mosses, ivy and other creepers. With abated excitement, he approached the left 

side. There was a small window.  

 

He looked inside through it. Keith saw a long table lined with glass retorts. Green fumes were 

coming out of them. There was a huge figure with its back turned to him. The person was 

wearing a black cloak, a black pointed hat and mumbling some incoherent words. Keith was 

scared. He felt like running home as fast as he could. 

 

All of a sudden his eyes fell upon a pretty porcelain doll on a 

table near the window. He was surprised to find that the 

figurine was a miniature replica of the girl he saw. The table 

on which the doll stood was almost within the reach of the 

woodcutter.  

 

In his curiosity, he gave the window a firm push. The 

window pane flung open. Keith stuck his hand in, grabbed 

the doll and quickly pulled it out. The small doll was dressed 

in the same pink dress. Her hands, her feet and every 

feature was impeccably copied. Alas! If he could make it 

bigger and make it come alive. His wishful thinking was 

interrupted by a loud roar and the most grotesque face 

appeared before him. A witch was roaring in anger and 

muttering a spell on Keith. There was a loud clap at the end. 

To his utter dismay, he found himself turning into another 

porcelain doll! 

 

The evil woman stooped down to pick up both the dolls. She 

hurried back to her cottage. Surprisingly, the cottage was 

clean and tidy, unlike the other room he saw through the 

window. There was an inviting smell of freshly cooked food, 

which made the witch’s stomach growl. 

 She walked over to the kitchen counter to put the dolls down. Several delicious dishes were 

waiting for her there. The greedy woman gobbled up the food with pleasure. Keith looked on 

with longing eyes when she relished the huge carrot cake all by herself. At the end of her meal, 

she went to her bedroom and fell asleep. As soon as she started to snore the magic spell was 

broken. Both the dolls came back to life. Keith was still holding his axe and carrying his grocery 

bag on his shoulder. 

 

He stood motionless, caught in a dilemma. He could run home to safety or he could try to save 

the young woman from the evil one. At this moment, she turned and smiled at him. It sent a 

ripple of joy through his heart. Before him stood the most beautiful girl he had ever seen. Keith 

could not leave her even if he had to risk his life. 

 

He smiled back at her. “I am Keith, the woodcutter.  

 

I have not eaten anything since this morning, ” he explained. Since all the food was consumed, 

the girl started to prepare dinner. She put some potatoes to boil. The hungry woodcutter gave 

her the food he had bought. She used part of the milk to prepare mashed potatoes. She added 

some spices and baked the meat. 

https://roshmihappylife.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/mossycottage4.png
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 She cut up the bread and sauteed it in butter, flavored with garlic. She made custard with the 

rest of the milk. 

While cooking, she told him her story. Her name was Regina White. Her mom died of cancer 

when she was twelve years old.  Shortly afterwards, her father married another woman.  

 

Her new mom hated Regina. She hid her books, homework and even her school bag. Regina’s 

teachers complained to her step-mom who accused the daughter of being stupid and lazy. 

Finally Regina failed her grade and was taken out of school.  

 

This was the opportunity she had waited for. Her stepmother made her do all the housework. All 

through the day, she would experiment with black magic. Her face would change to a horrible 

one. In the evening, she turned back to normal. She even pretended to her husband that she 

had been cleaning and cooking. After a couple the years, the gentleman found out the truth. 

When he questioned her, she strangled him to death. She tied up Regina and brought her to this 

cottage inside the forest. 

 

The sad orphan girl moped around as she grieved her father’s death. One day while cleaning the 

cupboards, Regina found a book that had a curious rhyme written on the center page. There was 

a hand drawn map below it. 

 

 

Abrakdabra Shazam Khazam 

Hid my life in the little black ram 

Detach head with no blood on the grass 

Will spell the end as forever I will pass 

Every blood drop the grass will see 

Will produce another stronger me!! 

 

The witch was enraged to see Regina reading 

the book. She put a magic spell to turn her 

into a porcelain doll.  Fortunately, the 

magic wore away every time the witch was 

asleep. The other day when Keith saw her, she 

had escaped out of the cottage to enjoy her 

short-lived freedom. 

Keith pondered over the story while he ate. He 

remembered once losing his way and ending 

up in a farm with lots of sheep. It was past the 

forest in the south-west direction from his 

house. He knew this because the kind farmer 

had given him a compass to find his way 

home, that day. Soon, with Regina’s help, he found the book in a cupboard in the untidy room 

with glass retorts.  He studied the map carefully. It showed the forest, the cottage and the farm 

on the southern side of the forest, labelled “Shepard’s Farm”. He asked Regina for a piece of 

chalk, a thick rope, a bucket, a large plastic sheet and some food scraps. He planned to go to the 

farm but could not cross the forest in the night. He stood by the window, contemplating and 

waiting for dawn. 

 

Keith started as soon as he saw a faint light behind the dark leaves and branches. After covering 

every few yards he put a mark on the nearest tree trunk. He did that to help him trace his way 

back easily. The path ahead got easier as he proceeded. The dingy giants looming over him 

https://roshmihappylife.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/map-line-art.png
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turned into greener and kinder shady trees. But when he was almost half-way towards the farm, 

a black shape appeared in the same path. It halted briefly behind the same trees. It was several 

miles behind Keith but started to gain distance as it proceeded. It appeared as if the dark 

shadow was flying. 

 

Keith reached the farm a little after sunrise. The sheep were grazing behind a split rail fence. He 

spotted the single black ram within a few minutes. He was focused on the job at hand, unaware 

that the wicked woman had woken up and had been following him. He never imagined that 

Regina had been turned back to a porcelain doll! 

 

The witch spotted Keith from a distance. He was spreading a big 

plastic sheet under the bucket. Silently, she proceeded towards 

the woodcutter. By then, he had lured the ram to the fence with 

a bucket of food scraps. The ram put his head inside the bucket 

and fed hungrily. Keith lifted his heavy axe. He gave a quick 

sharp blow at its neck. The ram let out a terrible scream. The 

loud sound drowned the muffled cry from Keith. Almost 

simultaneously the witch had come behind Keith and strangled 

him with both hands. He struggled for breath but was 

determined to complete his task. He lifted the axe again with 

every ounce of strength left in him. He dealt another blow with 

all his might. Not a single drop of blood fell on the grass. The 

plastic sheet held all the spill. As soon as the ram’s head fell 

inside the bucket, the witch too dropped dead. Keith crashed to 

the ground, pushed by the weight of the corpse. The lifeless hands came apart and his neck was 

free. 

 

Keith’s mom woke up worried. She had dreamt that her son was calling for help. She ran into the 

forest looking for him. She found chalk marks on the trees that led her to the old mossy 

cottage. She entered through the door that was left ajar. She found her familiar grocery bag in 

the kitchen. She searched around the house for Keith. However, all she found was a beautiful 

porcelain doll. It was indeed a remarkable doll. As she looked at it closely, the eyes seemed to 

come alive. The left eye had a tear drop that glistened in the sunlight. 
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THE LITTLE ART CORNER #2 

 

  

 

Village by Rajarshi Bose 

Sunset by Rajarshi Bose 

     

Sunset by Rajarshi Bose 
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The Mystery of the Robbery in Venice by Roopkatha Biswas 

Ereca Froserly is a detective girl from California, USA. She was on vacation in the mysterious and 

lovely city of Venice. It was a city with no streets but only waterways. She was so excited to visit 

Venice. She packed her bags and her mother, Mrs Froserly and her father Mr Froserly took out the 

car. They drove to the airport. Now the plane travelled for 10 hours stopping once at Atlanta, Georgia. 

They reached Venice and entered the hotel. Ereca freshened herself and start her sightseeing. Just 

then the boat driver arrived with Mr Froserly. Her father was looking so tensed and worried. He said “I 

have lost my 10,000 dollars at the boat booking counter”. “Oh no I have heard that many pickpockets 

stay in Venice. But my only suspect is……..” Ereca glared at the driver. Then the driver said that he 

had not taken the money. He was feeling uncomfortable. Anyway the tour had started. Ereca sat in 

the boat and saw a small cloth on one side of it. Then she asked the boat driver “Excuse me, why is 

there a cloth on this side?” Driver answered “It’s nothing, just my hanky”. When it was evening they all 

went home except Ereca. She went to the boat and removed the cloth. She saw a white spot. She 

noticed that the boat had a hollow end. She reached under the boat just where the white spot was. 

Now she knew what happened actually. The driver took the money, hid it in the hollow end of the boat 

and put a chalk mark to remind him where it was. The next day Ereca revealed to everyone the white 

spot and the money which the driver had robbed. The man was arrested for being a cheater. Ereca, 

having spent a nice detective vacation, went home the next day happily. 

 

                      

 

 

          
The first Bengali book 

written by Kali Prasnna 
Singha where we find vivid 

details of Bengali 
community Durgotsav was 
 Hutum Pyachar Naksha 

           
 
 

          

Diwali by Roopkatha Biswas 
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সপ্তমীর ছিার – ছসৌনমে রাে 

ওমা, তুনমই ছো 

তুনম ছো আমার ছছাটদর্োর সপ্তমীর ছসই ছিার, 

এেটুকুও র্েোওনি ছেখনছ; 

ছসই আিার্াাঁধা চাউনি, কপাদে চদে যাওো র্েব ার 

ছরদখ যাওো এক ছছাট্ট ছমদঘর নচহ্ন; 

ছসই হােকািীদের নিুঃশ্বাস 

আর, ছোমার ছসই আকািিরা হানসটা; 

ছেখদছা ছকমি মদি ছরদখনছ ছোমাে। 

র্ে ছিার ছকান্  পােে আর্ার পাঠিদেদছ 

 ছোমাে আমার পুকুর পাদড়, 

িা নক নিদজই পথ িা ভুদে নেনরি র্েব া ছপনরদে 

আজ আর্ার ছেখা নেদে, 

অর্াক হ’ছো িা আমাে ছেদখ 

আনম মানুে ছরাজ র্েোদে হে এই সিংসাদর, 

ছোমার মেি ছো আর আনম সপ্তমীর ছিার ছসদজ 

সমদের ছোেিাে দুদে দুদে যুে গুিদে পানর িা। 

নেদে ছেদখা িা আমাে একটু সমে উপহার 

ছেখদর্ ছকমি হ’ছে যার্ পনশ্চম োোদি 

ঠাকুমার চুদের ছরদখ যাওো িারদকে ছেদের অেীে স্মৃনে; 

ছেখদর্ ছকমি হদর্া নিরানমে র্ারাোে 

কড়াইেদে ক্ষীদরর চানচ, 

ছেখদর্ িাচর্ ছকমি, জেেীি ঢানকর 

ঘুম িািাি ছর্াদের োদে োদে; 

ছেখদর্ অষ্টমীর সনন্ধপূজাে ছকমি হদর্া 

িতুি র্উদের ছচাদখ লুকাদিা ঘুম, 

হর্ পনশ্চমপাড়ার কাদো ছমদেটার 

পূদজার িতুি জামার ছসোইদের ভুেটা; 

 ছেখদর্ িানন্ত জদের ছড়াি যাোে হর্ সাথী,  

আর ছোমাে োাঁথা সমদের মাো ছের্ মাদের চরদণ অঞ্জেী। 

োনকদে ছথদকা িা তুনম, হ’ছো িা অিান্ত 

পুকুর পাদড়র পুরদিা পথটার ছখাাঁদজ, 

ছসই পদথই ছোমাদক ছেদখনছোম 

োমার খানে এক ফুদের িানে হাদে নিদে 

আসদে দুষু্ট োোটা আমাে সাাঁোর ছিখাদর্ র্দে, 

আমার পাড়া নিউনেফুে গুদো র্েদে নিদেনছে, 

নক র্ীদরর মেি োো ছেৌদড় এদস 

ঝাপাে এই েিীর পুকুদর, মদি আদছ? 

অর্াক হ’ছে োনকদে থাকোম। 

আজ ছোমাে ঊোর আদোে 

নিউনেফুেিরা িানেটা ছকমি ছযি 

ছিদচ উঠে আর্ার। 

ছেদখা, ছমজনের ছেওো আল্পিা 

মাদের পূদজার ঘরটা আদরা আদোে িদর নেে। 

ছেদখা িদর নেে মাদের ছচাদখ 

ছোটা িারদের জমাদিা আিদের জে। 

ছেদখা ছুদট আসদছ আর্ার পুকুর পাদড় 

ছসই ছছাট ছছাট র্াচ্চারা 

োরা িতুি কদর এঁদক ছেদর্ 

োদের িরম খানে পাদে 

ছসই হারাদণা পথ, 

িরদর্ োরা ফুদের িানে 

আিদের োি ছেদে 

উঠদর্ োরা;দযদো িা, থাক িা ছিার আরও নকছুক্ষি ।। 

 

   

Soumitra Ray is the Song writer, Composer, Lead vocalist, and 

percussionist of the popular Bangla band Bhoomi.  
Pic courtesy: Telegraph India  



THE WALKING TALKING BUSINESS by Iftekar Ehsan 

 “One of the best ways to really get to know people is by walking 

slowly among them” 

(From the blog GoBeyond) 

I was born to Rajasthani parents into a clan of people known as Rangrez.  

We’ve always dyed cloth for living. Since we moved to Calcutta and started dyeing in factories, the 

romance was taken away from the craft. I did not enjoy doing that, so I moved away and started 

exploring other businesses. I dabbled in several projects before this, but none of them agreed with 

me. But each failure was important to teach something or the other. I started with a cyber cafe, then 

selling CDs, then working for an event management company, followed by a Pepsi distributorship. All 

were good while they lasted, but they did not make me happy. I stumbled upon the idea of Walks of 

India when I was hosting some friends from the U.S. and Turkey. We’d hired a local guide to show 

them around, but she was focusing on the monuments of the city and did not really exude any love or 

enthusiasm for what she was showing. Also, we saw that travelers coming to Calcutta were 

shepherded around in cocooned manner from air-conditioned flights, to A/C airport, to A/C cars and 

hotels. We thought this was too protected setting for anyone to get a real travel experience. And 

hence, we decided that we must get them out and get their hands dirty, for them to get a real feel of 

what our city is all about.  

I found out people who were doing walks in India and outside, met them and did some walks with 

them, and finally settled with a model for Calcutta Walks. Some of the cities I walked included London, 

Singapore, Shanghai, Ahmedabad, Bombay, Goa, Varanasi, etc. I realized that I already knew and 

loved most parts of my city, and that these tours would have to be an extension of my personality. I’ve 

followed that model so far and have been pretty successful. The walk is led by a person in love with 

the city/locality and showing it with enthusiasm. We call our guides ‘Explorers’, simply because we do 

not claim to know it all and want to present ourselves as lovers and explorers of the city. The less 

rehearsed the lines are the better. In fact, we don’t even want to have fixed routes. Whenever a new 

person joins us as an Explorer, we tell him/her to learn a locality as well as they could, and then lead 

a walk however they want. But yes, they must have enough fodder on the tour to go on for hours on 

end. They should not use all that information in one walk -instead, tease the travelers with bits of 

information on various things.  

One also needs to make some pit stops along the way- at interesting workshops, markets, food stalls 

etc. The idea is to make it a treat for all of the travelers’ senses. Our walks are continually evolving. 

When we started out, we were told that no one would walk with us, listen to our chatter and pay us 

money for it. But it has so happened that in the last five years of our existence, we’ve doubled every 

year. From a few walks in a month, we have now begun to operate more than one walk every day. We 

now intend to create walks based on the life of Calcutta-greats like Tagore, Bose, Vivekananda, etc. 

There are also photography walks as well as literature walks on the anvil. It has been an interesting 

learning experience for me. I’ve come to appreciate the different points of view that people come with 
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from around the world. I used to be more rigid in my thoughts but like Gulzar says:Acche bure ke farq 

ne basti ujaad di,Majboor ho ke milne lage har kisi se hum.Since I’ve never been a history buff in 

school or college, I picked up my facts on the job. Of course, I always enjoyed reading novels and that 

made my knowledge deep and varied. But there has been times when some things I’m not too sure of 

are caught by some walkers. Once, I showed a World War airstrip which is now a major road of the 

city, and mentioned that fighter jets used to take off and land there. There was an American pilot and 

flying enthusiast in the group. In the middle of the walk, he took me aside and said that jets weren’t 

even invented until the end of World War II. We laughed out loud, but kept this secret from the other 

walkers. On another occasion, I had a group of three Jewish people from America and Australia, and I 

went on and on against the Israelis and the atrocities they committed against the Palestinians. They 

went back and we had long email conversations after that, in which we debated our points of view. It 

was challenging but fun.Through ‘Walks of India’ <www.walksofindia.com>, I have encouraged and 

mentored walking tour operators in a few cities so far. We intend to have walking tours in all major 

and minor cities of the country. The sharing of culture is one of the most beautiful exchanges in the 

world and left me transformed.  

(Passages from the archives) 

The last known map of Calcutta and its environs was from the 1790s. Centuries later, Iftekhar 

collaborated with railways junkie and cartographer Samit Roychoudhuri on a project none had taken 

up in the last two centuries: a Calcutta Tourist Map. “Calcutta is a storytelling place,” Iftekhar tells me, 

between sips of chai from his clay kullar, stressing the City of Joy’s old name. “It tells stories; great 

stories… But this map does so much more. Nesting locations of migratory birds, directions to used 

book shops, street food zones, and markets; a plate of three yellow ladoos marks Sweet/Confectionery 

stops in the city- The Hindu 

 

“The grey, gorgeous 

sulk of the Kolkata 

monsoon is best 

spent in bed, 

listening to the 

intense, melodic 

rain. I found 

another way.On a 

grey Sunday 

morning in July, I 

made my way stiffly 

to join a group of 

five for a walking 

tour of central 

Kolkata. My co-

walkers are an 

American family, and I imagined they were judging me for my Indian tardiness. But Iftekhar Ahsan, the 

leader of the walk, waved away my apology so cheerfully that I felt the sullen knot in my chest loosen. 

Ahsan was taking us on a tour of the most culturally diverse part of the city, the Kolkata that came up 

between the older Black Town of Bengalis and the White Town of European settlers, literally the grey 

area, as Ahsan called it. Dirty Calcutta, my father had called it the evening before, looking at the map 

of the walk; his words unfortunately proved to be too true. It was dirty. And it was wet. But it was still 

the most fun I’ve had in a while.”- Sohini Chattopadhyay, Outlook Traveller. 
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সমসামনেক - যদিাধরা রােদচৌধুরী 

 অনিুঃদিে রূপকদল্পর কাদছ এদস , র্দস থানক অসহাে। 

ওনেদক আদো কদর সূযব ওদঠ, 

এনেদক নিনর্ড় কদর রাে হে। 

োর মদধ্য আমরা ক্ষুব্ধ ছছাট ছছাট র্াদকয 

নেদখ চেনছ আমাদের জীনর্দের শুষ্ক অন্ন 

জে নেদে ছখদে ছিোর কথা। 

 

সেোে এখি ধার ছিই। 

মািনর্কোর এখি ছসাজা সাো উপচার ছিই। 

এখি কানেমার েোে অল্প ছরােকোনেে ছচাখ 

র্া সূযব, আমাদের নর্শ্বাস ছোপি কদর। 

 

ছমদঘর মনের ছথদক একটু একটু কদর ঝদর পদড়দছ রি। 

আর আমরা র্াদের মে 

ছকৎনের মে 

আগুদির মদধ্য পট পট কদর পুদড় যাওো ভুট্টার মে 

একটু একটু জ্বেনছ ধুাঁ দোনে  

আর নেদখ রাখনছ সমসামনেক। 

                                                                                                  

ের াধরা রািরচৌধুরীর িন্ম কিকাতাি -  শপ্রয়সরডয়ি করিি ও কয়িকাতা য়বশ্বয়বদযািরির দ ণন য়বণভারগর প্রাক্তনী।  বতণ মারন ইয়িিান 

অয়ডে অযাি অযাকাউন্ট সায়ভণ রস সরকায়র  কারি য়নেুক্ত।  কারির সরে সরে চরিরে শিখারিয়খ। প্রকান্দিত কন্দবতার বই: মাতৃভূয়ম বাম্পার 
(সপ্তয়েণ, ২০১৫), পণযসংয়হতা (কয়বতা পায়ক্ষক, ১৯৯৬), য়প ায়চনীকাবয (কয়বতা পায়ক্ষক, ১৯৯৮), শরয়ডওয়বতান (প্রমা, 
১৯৯৯), য়চরন্তন গল্পমািা (কয়বকথা, ১৯৯৯), আবার প্রথম শথরক পরিা (আনন্দ, ২০০১), শমরিরদর প্রিাতন্ত্র (সপ্তয়েণ 
প্রকা ন, ২০০৫), ভাচুণ যিারির নবীন য়কর ার (আনন্দ, ২০১০)। ১৯৯৮ সারি কৃয়ত্তবাস পুরস্কার। ২০০৬ সারি বাংিা 
আকারদয়মর অয়নতা-সুনীিকুমার বসু পুরস্কার। ২০১৪ সারি প্রকায় ত হরিরে সয়িরেিার নারম গল্প সংকিন। শিখায়িয়খর 
বাইরর  অনয  খ  রায়স ভাো ও অনযানয িায়তন ভাো চচণ া। 

 

 
Out of Laxmi, Saraswati, 

Ganesh & Kartik, the 
only son of Shiva & 

Parvati is Kartik. Ganesh 
is the sole creation of 
Parvati. Laxmi & 

Saraswati are not related 
to the family. 

 



 

http://parabaas.com/bookstore/index.html#Yashodhara
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IMAN CHAKRABORTY – A tête-à-tête 

Iman is an extremely talented Rabindrasangeet & folk singer with a unique singing voice and an 

amazing stage presence. Among her many acheivements, here are a few: 

 Best Female Singer Award, All India Radio (2007-2008) 

 Best Light Classical Singer Award on Saufest , Bangladesh 2010 

 National Scholar of Rabindrasangeet 2011 

 

 We were all extremely lucky to have her perform in Milonee’s Programme Shraban Sandhya on 25
th

 

July. Being extremely down to earth and friendly, my interview with her was more an adda (chat 

session) than a formal interview. Sharing the tête-à-tête with all our readers: 
 

োি র্াজিা নক িাদর্ শুরু হে? 
োি র্াজিা শুরু হদেদছ আমার মাদের কাছ ছথদক। মা নিদজ সঙ্গীে নিনক্ষকা নছদেি,Don Bosco ছে োদির 

departmental head.আমার র্ানড় এদকর্াদরই musical নছে িা, নকন্তু আমার মা নিদজ যখি এই র্ানড়দে 

এদেণ, ছোটা র্ানড়টাদক musical কদর নেদেনছেি। সাদড় নেি র্ছর র্েস ছথদক োই মাদের কাদছই আমার 

োি শুরু। 

জীর্দির সর্দচদে র্দড়া অনুদপ্ররণা ছক এর্িং ছকি?  

আমার মা আর র্ার্া । আমার মা নিদজ একজি উচ্চ নিনক্ষে মনহো নছদেি, একুি র্ছর র্দেস ছথদক আনম 

মাদের জীর্ি এ চদে এদসনছ। োর পর ছথদক ছিে নেি পযবন্ত মা যা কদরদছি আমার কথা ছিদর্ ।র্ার্া এর্িং 
মা নিদজদের সমস্ত সমে আমাদক নেদেদছ। োরা যনে ছসই সমে এর্িং dedication িা নেদেি োহদে আনম 
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আজ আনম হোম িা। র্ার্া মাদের কাদছ ছো ছকউ কৃেে হেিা , োই আনম আমার জীর্দি োদের মেি 

হদে চাই। আনম ছযটাই করর্ ছসই dedication নিদে ছযি করদে পানর। 

এে ছেি নর্দেি ঘুদর show কর, ছয কি একটা মজার ঘটিা share কর । 
েখি আনম সদ্য োি শুরু কদরনছ, আনম M.A ও পাি কনরনি। েখি র্িোাঁ ছে এক ছপ্রাগ্রাম এদসদছ। 
আমরা েখি সর্াই ছছাট, খর্ উদর্ত্তজিা। নিদজদের োনড় নিদে ছেনছ। নেদে ছেখনছ প্রচুর ছোক, সর্াই লুনঙ্গ 
পদর র্দস আদছ। প্রথদম এক রর্ীন্দ্রসঙ্গীে নেদে শুরু করোম। োরপর হােোনে পড়ে। এর পর সর্াই র্েদে 
শুরু করে নহনে item number করদে হদর্, ো ছাড়া কি োি শুিদর্ িা। আনম ও সর্ োি জানিিা, 
ছকাি মদে পানেদে ছর্দচনছোম ।আমাদের োড়ীর চাকা ছে ছপদড়ক োনেদে ছেওো হদেনছদো । মাঝ রাস্তাদে 
োনড় puncture. সারা রাে র্াইদর কাটাদে হদেনছে । এই এক অদ্ভুে অনিগ্যো। এখি মজা োদে িার্দে, 
নকন্তু েখি এদকর্াদরই োদেনি । ছর্ি িে ছপদেনছোম । 
 

Denver এ ছিা করার অনিগ্যো ছকমি োেে? 
Denver এ ছিা করার অনিগ্যোটা আমার কাদছ 

একটু অন্যরকম। অদিক জােো ছে show কদরনছ, 

এদকর্াদরই র্েদে হে র্দে র্েনছিা।খর্ ছিের 
ছথদকই র্েনছ। এখাদি যা আিে ছপদেনছ, অদিক  

জােোদে পাইনি। যখি নিদজর যন্ত্র / র্াদ্য সঙ্গী রা 

থাদক, োদের সাদথ ছিা করার ছো আোো মজা 

আদছই। নকন্তু নর্দেদির মাটি ছে নেদে, এে 

িাদো musician পার্, ছসটা িার্দেই পানরনি। 

ছসৌম্যনজে আর নরেেে, এদের কাদছ আনম  কৃেে ছয এরা আমাদক নেদে োনেত্ব নিদে rehearsal কদর ছয 

োি কনরদেদছ। আনম একেম rehearsal কদর ছিা করার ছমদে িই।আর আনম নমেিীর প্রদেযকজি সেস্যর 

কাদছ কৃেে আমাদক এে িাের্াসা ছেওোর জন্য এর্িং সহয করার জদন্য। 

োি ছাড়া আর নক িাদর্ সমে কাটাদে িাদোর্াদসা? 
সারানেি ঘুম ছথদক উদঠ, ঘুমাদে যাওোর আদে অর্নধ ছো 

োি নিদেই থানক। োি োওো, ছিািা, ছিখাদিা। নকন্তু এছাড়া 

আনম নসদিমা ছেখদে খর্ িাদো র্ানস। ছেি নর্দেদির অদিক 
নসদিমা ছেনখ। ো ছাড়া কেকাোর যািজট এ োনড় চাোদে 
খর্ িাের্ানস। এর ছর্নি আর নকছু ছিই। 

িনর্ষ্যৎ এর স্বপ্ন নক?  
আনম িনর্ষ্যৎ নিদে িানর্িা, র্েব মাি নিদে থাকদে িাের্ানস। 

িনর্ষ্যৎ এ নক হদর্ আনম জানিিা। েদর্ োি নিদে থাকর্ ছসটা 
জানি। েদর্ একটা স্বপ্ন আদছ, রাস্তাে র্াচ্চারা যারা োি নিখদে চাে, োদের োি ছিখাদিার ইদে আদছ। যনে 

কখি পানর, নিশ্চেই করর্। 
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KRYPTONITE by Suprotim Sengupta 

The little boy never smiled.  

I had been watching him for some time playing some game on a mobile phone. Restless. Bored.  

An empty plastic packet fluttered in the wind next to him, almost taunting him to come play. He 

never once looked up.  

I turned my attention to the rest of the compartment. The boy’s father was on the berth above 

me, rhythmically snoring with the lazy mechanical chugging of the train engine. The mother was 

lying down listlessly on the berth opposite. It wasn’t difficult to see where the perpetually bored 

expression of the little boy came from. She half smiled at me, strategically adjusting her chiffon 

saree so that her cleavage showed a bit more. She seemed disappointed when I hurriedly looked 

away.  The family had announced their arrival in no uncertain terms, pushing and screaming, 

amid great chaos, at the last station. The father dumped their three overstuffed suitcases and 

immediately settled down to sleep.  

I am jealous of people who can sleep on trains. I never can. I have this weird feeling I will wake 

up in some other country or in some other century and no one would know me. Baba told me 

once that trains were among the last remaining time travel devices and this got stuck 

somewhere in my Medulla Oblangota or wherever these things get stuck in our brains.   

The only other passenger in our compartment was a thin anxious looking man who kept getting 

down at each station to buy snacks. He smiled at everyone, the sort of smile that usually 

preceded a polite approach for a small money loan.  Maybe he was a LIC agent. Each time he 

would squirm his way through the crowds and the heat and just about make it back with some 

unnecessary snack before the train left the platform.  As a station approached, he would stand at 

the door, a mass of coiled pent up energy, like a diver waiting to dive into a lake full of sunk 

treasure.  Was it actually the food? The adventure? Or like bored serial killers often confess, was 

it to see if he could get away with it?  

But each time he came back with such a triumphant look on his face that I couldn’t help smile to 

myself.  

The little boy, however, didn’t smile.  

He never even noticed all this.  Or the lights and houses and trees and hills and lakes which 

rushed past our window like they had to be someplace very soon. Somehow this bothered me. 

The world is doomed if kids stop looking out of windows.  

The boy looked up suddenly as if he had heard me. Curious little eyes.  

‘Do you know any Superhero stories? ‘He asked. It was almost like a challenge.  

‘Superhero stories?’ I sounded unsure.  

In a flash, some secret virtual door was slammed on my face and he was back to his mobile 

game. I looked out of the window as the train continued to gobble up the landscape.  

 The rhythm of the world rushing past was hypnotic. I could almost see my life flash in front of 

my eyes. It played out in a random order of sounds smells and images. Like a low budget B grade 

movie with bad lighting and crazy continuity jumps. Into the little compartment came a rush of 

people and ghosts. Maybe it was that fluttering plastic packet. Maybe it was the couple of quick 

drinks I had before boarding. Or maybe trains really are time travel devices.  
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But there it was. My life. Randomly flashing past. In glorious Technicolor.   

I closed my eyes. But the images became even more intrusive. I latched on to one of them, 

before my head burst.  

I found myself staring at an overcast sky.  Stale flowers stamped on by a million shoes. And 

cloyed blood trickling down from the chest of the clay Asura.  I was five and I was arguing with 

my friends that it was actually a superhero called Plastic Man who had defeated the Asura and 

let the goddess Durga take all the credit.  

A fat little boy, I forget his name, says ‘But she has ten hands. And so many weapons. Why would 

she need anyone else?’  

‘Have you ever seen a girl beat up a boy?’ I asked.   

My friends are quiet. Gender stereotypes had already corrupted our little brains. Girls sang 

songs and danced and played with dolls. Boys fought heroically. The Asura was not just any 

other boy, he was a badass. 

‘What kind of a name is Plastic Man? Why is he called Plastic man?’ The fat boy persists.  

‘You don’t want to know.’ I answer dramatically. ‘He gets angry if anyone asks him this.  What do 

you think happened to the Asura?’  

All the kids look at the clay idol of the Asura. His face contorted in pain. Looking over his 

shoulder, scared. One thin little boy asks, though he already knows the answer in his heart. His 

freckles looked ready to pop in excitement.  

‘He made Plastic Man angry?’ I smile at him with as much mystery and enigma I could muster on 

my small angular face. The other kids now talk in hushed whispers. But the fat boy is still not 

convinced. I really should remember his name. He irritated me all the time.  

‘Are you telling us our parents have been lying all along about Ma Durga?’  He keeps his voice 

down so that his parents or the goddess doesn’t hear him.  

‘Parents never lie. They just don’t know sometimes.’ I leaned forward.  ‘Especially if it’s a secret.’  

There. I had used it. The S word. Our third most favorite word after dinosaurs and planes.   If we 

had to keep something secret, it must be true.  

At that very moment Baba comes back home from work. He slumps on one of the chairs and 

bites into a shingara. Tired, drooping shoulders, spectacles, food crumbs smattered near his 

mouth and a boring looking attache case. He doesn’t look anything like a superhero. The kids 

look at him disappointed.  

Hushed whispers again. I was losing my audience.  I run to baba, eyes sparkling.  

‘Baba, Do it once... that thing that you do... just once...’ 

Baba secretly glances back at the airport on the horizon. Low rumbling sounds of an airplane 

taking off. We lived right next to the airport. Half my childhood was spent keeping track of those 

low rumbling sounds, watching planes takeoff and land over our heads.  And Baba had this 

almost supernatural understanding with those planes.  

He finishes his shingara and nods. My friends come closer, excited.  
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‘Step back. This might be dangerous.’ warns Baba 

He really knows how to play an audience. The kids get even more excited. The boy with the 

freckles was literally having a kid orgasm. Baba closes his eyes. His right hand is already closed in 

a tight fist, but with his left he does elaborate gestures as if performing a magic trick.   

Slowly he opens his eyes.  And then his palm.   

Behind him, way back in the sky, there is a little plane flying off, like a butterfly that he released 

from his hand. Baba choreographs his movement so perfectly that it seems like the plane had 

actually come out of his hand.  Almost magical.   

The kids are thrilled. They clap and shout as the little plane disappears across the sky.  

‘Do it again. Do it again.’  

There are no more planes taking off so Baba shakes his head. 

‘What else can he do?’ They ask me as they make their way towards the pandal.  

The fat disbelieving kid tries the ‘plane coming out of hand’ trick on his own. He opens his little 

fist willing a Boeing 747 to come out of it.  

 

Of course, nothing. The other kids laugh.  

 

Baba ruffles my hair and I hug him, giddy with redemption and pride.  The joyous sounds of the 

dhaks filled my world.  At least that’s how I remember it.  

The train stops at a station. I leaned forward and whispered to the little boy.  

‘I do know a superhero story... But it’s a true story... so I can tell you only if you promise to keep 

this a secret.’I stressed on the ‘secret’ part.  The poor word, like that unclaimed plastic packet, sat 

there helplessly. The little boy kept playing with his phone.  

I took out an old picture of my father from my wallet.  Baba, in his fifties, wearing a cheap 

printed shirt, standing with his fourteen vintage bikes, a big smile on his face. 

‘This is Subir Roy.  My father... And he is a superhero.’ The little boy would be about six or seven 

years old. He gave me a look which veered somewhere between pity and contempt.  The man 

chasing snacks decided not to get down for snacks, intrigued.  Even the mother peered down 

from her bunk again.  

I could see they were not very impressed by the photograph. ‘Well, I know what you are 

thinking...  he doesn’t look like much... as you can make out... average height.  Definitely balding. 

Not particularly strong. I mean I had never seen him stop trains and trucks or anything. Or leap 

buildings in a single bound. He was rejected thrice by the Indian army when he tried to enlist 

because of his specs and weak eyesight. He definitely never wore his underwear outside his 

pants....  But take it from me... and I know my superheroes... this man... my father...is a 

superhero’  

Everyone looks one more time at the photograph. Then the mother rolls her eyes and turns over 

to the other side. The snack man gives me a big smile and walks off in search of more food.  And 

the little boy puts on his headphones and goes back to the game.  

There is something tragic about a story no one wants to hear. 

But the memories were chewing up my brain. I could even smell some of them now.  I never 

knew memories had such strong smells. I remember the smell of wet clothes and burnt milk. 

And Baba sitting on the steps of our house and crying. The peculiar triangular patterns on the 

steps and that they were partly green because of moss.  I remember not seeing my mother for a 
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long time and thinking to myself she never left me alone for this long.  And I remember lots of 

people who I had never seen before in my life hugging me.  

Then when the house was completely empty I remember us still sitting on the steps. Father and 

son. Silhouetted against the sappy moonlight.  

I was three but somehow I remember all this. When the train slowed down I rummaged through 

my bag and took out a pair of scissors. I caught hold of the plastic packet and starting cutting it. 

The little boy watched me with his curious eyes.  I pay no attention to him.  I continue cutting 

mysteriously.  

His headphones come off after a while.  

 ‘You said this is a true story.’ He finally asks.  He wants in.  

Take that technology.  

‘Absolutely true. You think grown ups ever lie?’  

‘Your father is a superhero?’  

I nod. He steals a glance at his snoring father.  I was losing him again.  

‘You want to hear the story or not?’ 

The little boy didn’t seem entirely sure.  But the foodie was back with some oily samosas 

wrapped in a newspaper and he smiled encouragingly. 

‘Nothing like a nice story on a long train journey’ he declared.  

 I declined the samosa that he offered me, which seemed to make him even happier. I didn’t 

need any more invitation.  

 

‘I was a little younger than him.’ I pointed at the boy, trying to involve him in the story. ‘My 

mother had died in a car accident. And poor Baba had his hands full trying to take care of me.  

One night I wouldn’t stop crying.  Baba tried his best but I was really missing Ma and kept on 

whining and sobbing.’ 

They say in the deepest darkest moments of human history great heroes are born.  And so it 

was. 

Baba punched two holes on a bright red plastic carry bag.  He put it on his head like a mask. An 

old blue striped single bedsheet doubled up as his cape.  And he started prancing around doing 

weird things. I remember being a bit scared in the beginning, but the cape fluttering in the air 

somehow distracted me and I stopped crying. And when his cape accidentally covered his eyes 

and he stumbled over the sofa comically, I remember I actually started smiling.  

I was three but I remember this.  

That was the day Plastic Man was born.  

The mall and supermarket boom had already begun and everything started being packed in 

bright colorful plastic carrybags. Luckily for Plastic Man this meant new masks every week.  Who 

wanted the same old boring getups like Batman and Spiderman day in day out?  Certainly not 

Plastic man. So one week he was a green Pizza joint. One week a white Saree shop. And then a 

navy blue electronics store. Even the color of the capes changed correspondingly. He must have 

been a designer’s nightmare, but whenever the world needed saving, which in our life largely 

meant I was scared or sad or being plain difficult, Plastic Man would appear in all his 

mismatched colorful glory.   
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Like most superheroes, even Plastic Man needed a boring alternate identity.  Peter Parker was a 

photographer. Bruce Wayne a businessman. Subir Roy also known as Baba, was an architect and 

a structural engineer. It was our secret. I couldn’t even tell my closest friends or my loudmouth 

cousins.  Baba said if they got to know I would have to share him with them. And Plastic Man was 

my shiniest toy.  

I was not sharing him with anyone.   

We lived on the ground floor of our building in Jamshedpur. Baba taught me to use windows to 

leave the house. ‘You never know who is waiting for us outside the door’ he used to say. Every 

morning Baba in his boring formal clothes, black attache case in hand would climb out through 

the window. He would then pull me up and through it. We never used the door. He would drop 

me to school in his old Rajdoot motorcycle. When he came back from work he would run straight 

into the bedroom and hide behind the cupboard. My task was to quietly sneak out and latch the 

door. Then panting and out of breath Baba would come out and tell me about his rousing 

adventures for the day.  

Baba was great at spinning stories.  Every day was a different story and he could go on for hours. 

Sometimes, exhausted after a hard day at work, when he used to fall asleep in the middle of the 

story, I would try complete it. I don’t think my versions would ever make sense but he nodded 

encouragingly, desperately trying to stay awake.   

Like Batman and Robin, we were a team. We even had a halogen light covered with a blue plastic 

wrapper which beamed up on our wall, like the Bat signal. 

The train stopped abruptly at the next station. The thin man was off on more food adventures.  

‘The oranges of Nagpur are the best. The best. Continue. Continue. Don’t wait for me. I’ll be back.’ 

He smiled sheepishly as he got off.  

It was just the little boy and me. Had he been listening?  

‘It’s boring. Aren’t there any fights? Who were the bad guys?  Every superhero has villains.’   

He suddenly reminded me of that irritating fat boy from my childhood. Why can’t I remember his 

name?   

‘I was coming to that’ I replied curtly. 

Well, every superhero does have villains.  

And Plastic Man’s arch villain was our cat Einstein.  

Baba woke up one day and started pelting poor Einstein with coasters. I don’t exactly remember 

how or why it started. But soon it became a routine. Our cat suddenly found himself under 

attack everyday by an over excited little kid and a funny looking man in a cape. When Einstein 

produced a fresh litter, Baba said that he was fed up with Plastic Man always winning and was 

spawning his own army.  A smaller mask was made from a small elastic underwear for me and 

together we took on Einstein and his evil kittens. It was a no contest. Einstein stopped coming 

back to our place for months. We left her favorite fish and soya milk cookies out on the porch, 

but I guess he had had enough. In the evil cat world Plastic man and Elastic Boy were legends. 

And Einstein the clever cat that he was didn’t want to mess with such awesomeness.     
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When he was not busy fighting evil Plastic Man taught me a great many important things. Like 

how to catch frogs in the rain and how to escape from fat aunts who insisted on pulling your 

cheeks. How to bark like dogs and imitate crows and remember the names of all of Jupiter’s 

moons.  If I refused to have my milk, he would tell me how he got his strength from having fallen 

into a tub of milk as a baby. Since I was scared of injections he always took one just before me 

though he himself was petrified of blood.  Best of all Plastic Man taught me the secrets of 

teleportation.  Like in Star Trek.  So many times I fell asleep on the sofa and ended up in bed.  

Sadly, this does not work anymore.    

When I was a little more grown up Baba would take me to his construction sites.  He was very 

proud of the buildings he used to build. He had scores of men waiting to his bidding.  One of 

them even made Maggi for me. Baba used to wave his hands like an opera conductor and lines 

of buildings would collapse in a heap. I used to love watching that. Baba would turn around and 

wink at me. Only he and I knew Plastic Man was behind that.   

Baba had his detractors though.  A lot of them. They pointed out the number of times he forgot 

to pick me up from school and the fights he got into with my teachers. Others pointed out the 

times he was cheated out of money by his clients who took advantage of his absentmindedness. 

His drinking problem. My aunts fussed about how much we used to eat out. And that though we 

didn’t have too much money, Baba kept his broken down vintage motorcycles. All fourteen of 

them.  They didn’t even know about the times that he paid the electricity bill late and we ate by 

candlelight. That and other such things were our secret.  

But when I climbed up and sat on Baba’s shoulders, my feet dangling far above the ground, I felt 

bulletproof and nearly ten feet tall.  

He used to ruffle my hair in a peculiar manner. It was almost like a question. His way of asking 

‘Do you love me Abhi? Are you proud of me?’  

I used to answer by hugging him tight.  

The last really happy memory I had of Jamshedpur was when I was fourteen. It was Durga Puja. 

Baba and I were sitting on the ledge of an under construction building looking down on the city. 

The sun was setting. It was like one of those heroic still images from the Spiderman or Batman 

movies.   

Baba told me how he would never leave Jamshedpur. Jamshedpur was home. Jamshedpur was 

where his legacy was, where he had built so many houses.  Jamshedpur had all we ever needed.  

I didn’t realize it then but he was scared of me leaving.  I didn’t realize it then but my larger than 

life father was actually lonely.  He was eccentric and forgetful and difficult to get along with, 

didn’t have many friends.  I was what kept him going, what held him together.  

I didn’t realize all this, because to me he was just my father, my hero.  

He was Plastic Man. 

‘Life. It’s incredible you know?  Initially you're overwhelmed. But gradually you realize it's like a 

wave. Resist, and you'll be knocked over. Dive into it, and you'll swim out the other side.’  His 

voice sounded deeper and more magical than usual.  

 

I believe that what we become depends on what our fathers teach us at odd moments, when 

they aren't trying to teach us. We are formed by little scraps of wisdom.  
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Baba didn’t mean for those words to change my life.  Much like me, he was just trying to make 

sense of this overwhelming thing called life.  

But because of those words I left home.  

Because of those words I became a writer.  

All that came much later. At that moment, perched high up on that ledge, as we looked down at 

the hundreds of people swarming on the streets celebrating Durga Puja, we felt invincible.  

Plastic Man and Elastic Boy. 

The thin man looked at me impressed.  

‘I didn’t know you were a writer.’  

‘Not there yet. Still trying.’  

‘I could make out from the way you were telling the story. You have a way with words. I could tell’ 

I smiled.  

‘Any books published yet?’ 

‘A couple. Not very good though.’  

‘Keep trying. That’s what I tell myself everyday. Doors will be slammed on your face. But keep 

trying.’  

I suppressed this overwhelming desire again to ask him if he was an LIC agent.  

Instead I asked, ‘Do you know what kryptonite is?’   

The little boy shrugged.  

The thin man peeling an orange, shrugged.   

‘It’s the only thing that makes Superman weak. The only thing he can’t fight back against.’  

The thin man bit into a slice of orange and said ‘For me, that’s my wife’  

‘I don’t like Superman. I like the Avengers.’ Says the little boy. In his world any sort of weakness 

was unacceptable.  

It was uncanny how much he was reminding me of that fat boy. And he wasn’t even fat.  

 

‘That’s not the point. I meant to say all superheroes had their own kryptonite. Something that 

makes them weak, leads to their demise.’ I argue on.   

‘The Avengers don’t. Or Spiderman. They can defeat everybody.’  

Like the plastic packet and the ignored six letter word, I felt deflated.  

 

I was sixteen. I had aced my higher secondary exams and got admission in Saint Xavier’s College 

Kolkata. Arrangements had been made. I would stay in the hostel there.  

Baba came to drop me at the station. It was very emotional. The first time I was staying away 

from him. There were tears and outbursts.  

It wasn't by me.  

Baba even found Einstein the cat and got him home to convince me to stay back.  Einstein was 

old and psychotic now. Not having a roof over his head hadn’t worked out well for him.   
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‘Not so high and mighty any more is he? We fixed him well and good’ I laughed. 

‘What if this whole thing is an act? As soon as he knows Plastic Man and Elastic Boy have 

separated, he might launch a fresh attack’ countered Baba.   

‘Well. You know where the blue distress signal is. Anytime you need me just point west and flash 

that light. Elastic Boy will be here in a jiffy.’  

We laughed but both of us knew that we were staring at the end of something. We didn’t know 

what it was then. But something was ending.   

As the train pulled away from the station tears started rolling down Baba’s cheeks.  In an instant 

he looks surprisingly old. And alone. An old lonely man and an old lonely cat standing on an old 

lonely platform. The tears wouldn’t stop.  

The ticket collector looked concerned. ‘Is your father going to be ok?’ 

I nodded smiling at him, trying to reassure myself.  

Plastic Man’s nemesis was not a white tabby cat called Einstein.  

It was me growing up.  

Time. That was the deadliest kryptonite.  

 

The train had settled into a nice comfortable cruising rhythm. The thin man tried to stifle a yawn 

but couldn’t. I smiled at him and resumed cutting the plastic packet with my scissors.  

 

My initial days in Kolkata were quite lonely. A big city. New people. Everyone was always stepping 

on your toes and going somewhere. Life was nothing like it was back in our Jamshedpur.  Every 

second day I would line up outside the STD booth next to our hostel and talk to Baba.  I would 

tell him about my life. He would tell me about his. Plastic Man still made sporadic appearances in 

his stories. 

   

I told him about my messy South Indian room mate and my gay English Literature professor. He 

complained no one was building new homes in Jamshedpur and that the new breed of engineers 

knew absolutely nothing.  I told him about Olypub in Park Street and having my first drink. He 

complained about one of his precious bikes not working. I told him how I wasn’t getting enough 

sleep. He complained ‘that bastard cat Einstein‘had died on him and he had to bury him in our 

garden.   

‘Einstein is dead so I am ‘relatively’ sad’, he said.  

We laughed.  

I told him about my new job, my demanding girl friend, Dil Chahta Hai and Eden Gardens. Soon 

he stopped complaining and only listened.   

I was brimming with stories. Baba was running out of complaints and stories that mattered to 

me.  

That year I went back to visit Baba during the Pujas. I found him on a ledge wearing a Plastic 

Mask and cape, doing heroic poses for a group of kids. He was enjoying himself and the kids 

were clapping.   

He saw me through the slits of his ridiculous mask and hastily got off the ledge.  As if I had 

caught him red handed doing something very wrong.  
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My girlfriend had come along with me to see the pujas in Jamshedpur. I pushed her forward 

awkwardly and introduced her to Baba.    

Plastic Man had faced many deadly adversaries in his glorious crime busting career and he 

always had a great quip or a comeback line. This time he had none.  

For a moment, our watches refused to keep time.  

‘You never told me’ complained Baba, finally breaking the silence.   

‘It was meant to be a surprise’ 

Both Baba and I looked at each other guiltily.  

Then Baba took off his Plastic packet and hugged her.  

‘This is what I look like normally...Not much of an improvement is it?’ 

 My girlfriend smiled.  

 Inside, when I had a moment alone with him, I shook my head and told him off for climbing the 

ledge at his age.  

 ‘Those little buggers insisted.’ Baba said. He wasn’t the least bit convincing.  

At night we could hear Baba and our maid fighting over sleeping arrangements. 

Our maid was taunting.  

‘She will sleep in his room?’ 

‘Of course not. Where is he going to sleep then?’ Asked Baba.  

My girlfriend smiled at this. But for some reason I had started feeling a bit embarrassed.  I didn’t 

know what to talk to Baba about anymore. How many times could you bring up Jupiter’s moons 

in a normal conversation? I had become a version of myself I never thought I would. I had 

become the fat boy. I was slowly turning into kryptonite.   

While I hugged him goodbye I promised I would call him over the weekend.  

I got very busy and something came up. Then something else.  

I did not call Baba that Saturday.  Or the next. Or the one after that. 

Its not that we didn’t keep in touch. But I was too caught up and he was too proud and between 

us neither knew how to handle a proper grown up relationship.  

  

Some years later Baba came to visit me in Bombay for the first time.   

I was married by then, had a son, had written three very average books of fiction and was hard 

at work on my fourth. Things were not easy. My son had been diagnosed with Eisenmenger 

Syndrome, which basically meant he had a serious heart condition. He needed constant and 

expensive medical care. Both my wife and I were working in bank jobs we hated trying to make 

ends meet. Its as if someone had pressed the pause button in our lives. We were crabby, 

irritable, frustrated. Our small little Mathunga flat reflected our struggles but of course Baba was 

oblivious to all this.  

 

He was just happy to be there. He chatted up everyone. Tried to infect everyone with his 

contagious enthusiasm. From our watchman, right down to the Eureka Forbes guy who came to 

clean the filter.  He tried the hardest with my three year old son Rohan. He barked like a dog, 

cawed like the crows, drew his funny cartoons.  

But no one had time for him.  Not the Eureka Forbes guy. Not my wife and Rohan. Not even me. I 

think Baba felt lonelier here among all of us in this metropolitan of twenty million people than 

when he was alone back home.   

 

One evening my wife and I came back from work to find Rohan crying. He looked scared, 

miserable. We found Baba wearing a plastic packet on his head and doing funny things with an 

outstretched table cloth. He looked disturbing, deranged.  

Did he always look like this?   

Did I find this amusing when I was a kid?  
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My son keeps on crying.   

Baba sits quietly on a chair, looks really defeated.  

 

After putting my son to sleep that night, my wife made Baba sit down. She told him a lot of 

things which she shouldn’t have said. I stood next to him, as if on trial with him.  I knew exactly 

what he was doing, but I didn’t defend Baba. For someone who wanted to be a writer, I couldn’t 

come up with a single word to comfort the old man. Or protect him.  

 

I sat next to the window smoking. Frustrated, angry, helpless. Baba came and sat next to me like 

we used to all those years back.  

Plastic Man and Elastic Boy.   

 

We were quiet for a long time before he finally reached somewhere deep within and spoke.  

‘Do you love me Abhi?’ 

‘Don’t be dramatic Baba. Go sleep.’  

‘But do you still love me? Are you proud of me?’  

 

He had never actually asked this. I had not asked this of myself in a long time. It was like he 

wanted some sort of validation of his life. 

 

‘It’s not that simple. That shallow overrated word cannot solve everything’.  

‘It is a nice word. Some people like hearing it’ Baba said.  

‘Of course I love you.’ I quickly added.  

It had been raining. The clothes had been brought inside to dry. As Baba stood up, the lamp 

behind him cast his shadow on the wall. One of the sheets drying on the clothesline looked like 

his cape in the silhouette. Fluttering in the wind.  And for a second I saw him again is all his 

Plastic Man glory.   

He ruffled my hair like he always used to and went off to sleep. The next day he packed his bags 

and went back to Jamshedpur. He never visited us in Bombay again. 

Some weeks later Baba sent me a draft for a sizeable amount of money.  He had sold off his 

beloved vintage motorcycles. All fourteen of them.   

‘I couldn’t sleep. I thought I saw the blue light on my wall’, he wrote. ‘I thought you needed help.  

Send it back if you don’t need it. If you do it before the 31st I can still get one or two of those old 

bikes back. P.S: I fired Niva again.  Love. Baba’ 

The money was just a blip in the amount we needed for Rohan’s treatment. But somehow as I 

stared at the letter, it felt like everything would be all right.  Like a weight had lifted from my 

shoulders.  

In my late teens and early twenties, my father was so ignorant I could hardly stand to have the 

old man around. But now, I was astonished at how much the old man had learned in the last few 

years. Plastic Man was alive and kicking. Like the normal story arc of a superhero, he had 

reinvented himself, risen up from the dead in the third act.  

Nothing bad could ever happen on his watch.  

I found myself thinking about the definition of a superhero.  
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We love our superheroes because they refuse to give up on us.  To remind us we are worth 

saving.  We can analyze them out of existence, kill them, ban them, mock them, and still they 

return, patiently reminding us of who we are and what we wish we could be. 

Sometimes superheroes didn't leap tall buildings or stop bullets with an outstretched hand; they 

didn't wear boots and capes. They bled, and they bruised, and their superpowers were as simple 

as listening, or loving. Behind the masks and capes some Superheroes were ordinary people 

who knew that even if their own lives were impossibly knotted, they could untangle someone 

else's.  

And maybe that one act could lead someone to rescue you right back. 

   

That’s it? Asked the little boy, incredulous.  

‘That’s it’ I replied, controlling a violent urge to pour the watermelon juice the thin man was 

sipping on the boys head.  

My plastic mask was ready. The thin man tried it on enthusiastically. I could see him making 

faces inside the mask and wanted to tell him that no one could see his facial gestures. .   

‘Was this like one of those masks that your dad... you know...’  He smiled when he finally took it 

off.  

 ‘Something like this. He made them better’. I said as I handed it to the little boy.  

The train stopped at Jamshedpur station.   

Baba would be waiting at the platform. I wondered if he would be wearing his Plastic Man mask. 

I hope he doesn’t. I hope he knows by now that he is Plastic Man.  

He doesn’t need the mask. 

The thin man gave me his card and an awkward hug.  

‘I knew you were a writer the moment I saw you. Keep at it.  And remember a joke here and 

there never hurts’. 

 And he rushes behind a dosa vendor out onto the platform, like he was on a secret spy mission. 

I looked at the card. Asim Biswas. LIC agent.  

There was one digit missing in the phone number provided.  

The other family heaved and hauled their overstuffed bags and got down.  

I found the plastic mask lying unclaimed on the seat. The boy had left it behind.   

I felt a bit sorry for that poor father. Those heavy bags were the least of his problems.  As he 

disappeared into the crowd I was left wondering. Would he ever be a hero for his son?   

Would I ever be a hero for mine?  

Every kid needs a hero.  

They teach us about courage, about ideals. About life.  
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Most of the times superheroes are easy to spot. But sometimes they turn up in unlikely places. 

Like in the ground floor of an old broken down building next 

to the airport in Jamshedpur.  Wearing a red plastic mask 

which says Bata by choice.   

They need us to believe in them, to make them feel 

invincible.  

But sometimes the rest of us need them more.  

I finally remember that fat boy’s name. It was Jojo.  

I wish he was still watching.  

Because on the platform there was an old man waiting for 

his son. His eyesight was very weak now. Yet among those 

thousands of people coming back home for the pujas that 

day on the platform, he would spot his son in an instant.  

That was another of his super powers.  

For this old man on the platform was a superhero.  

                                                THE END 

 

 

  

 
 
Former East 
Germany is the 
only European 
country that has 
featured Durga on 
its postage stamp 
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A Different Ending by Piya Sengupta 

 

  

  

I won’t write about you. 

It may be autumn again, cheerful and blue 

Azure memories echoing in the crispy air, 

But this time, I won’t write about you. 

   

I’m searching for a panacea… 

Can I ever find one? 

While I walk memories’ dusty lanes, 

 And known faces fade in the sun 

 

But someplace far, far away 

In a city drenched with rains 

 We often fell in mindless love 

 While we walked these by-gone lanes… 

  

My mind bursts with half-said words 

 But I still won’t write about you, 

 For somewhere while we were growing up, 

 We have lost our stories too. 

 

It was a strange life in strange times 

Happy scribbles on life’s slate 

It smelled of my mother’s smile 

And moonlight trapped in plates 

 

Now, there is still a life 

Where it’s just you and I 

An autumn leaf slowly drifts away 

It’s not time that’s passing by 

 

The sun rises once more where I live   

 Bursting with light in all its glory  

I start writing again with hope,  

I won’t end my favourite story. 
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ছপট- পূদজা 
Rashapuli- Sraboni Basu 

I belong to the generation where Durga Pujo 

was fun not only in terms of festivities and no 

porashona but Durga Pujo meant homemade 

food. The 4 days pf pujo was also a foodie's 

paradise with plenty of mouth-watering 

dishes. And then there was Bijoya where in 

lieu of a pronam we would be served nimki, 

different mishti, ghugni etc. From snacks to 

sweet dishes, Bengali food has something to 

offer to all food enthusiasts.  

 

When we grew up there was no apartment culture like the modern days where the kitchen is 

closed for 4 days and the entire population of the apartment complex eat at the community 

halls. During our time, I have seen our mothers slaving in the kitchen in anticipation of pujo. 

Getting the special ingredients from the market was very exciting as was the thought of 

preparing new and authentic dishes for the family.  

 

This generation is fast disappearing but good thing is that restaurants like 6th Ballygunje place 

and Bhojohori Manna are fast growing  in Kolkata where you can  go and try out the  real 

authentic Bengali cuisine starting from luchi, aloor torkari, begun bhaja, cholar daal, sandesh, 

shukto, aloo posto, mochar ghonto,  tyangra macher jhol, shorshe ilish, chatni, mishti doi, 

malpua etc.  

Rashapuli is one such dessert that I associate with Durga Pujo since maa would prepare it during 

the pujos. 

 

Ingredients 

 

 

 1 coconut (medium size) /1 packet frozen 

coconut 

 250 grams sugar  

 2 liter milk  

 250 grams sooji or semolina  

 4 cardamom (elaichi) 

 2 tablespoon ghee  
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Method 

 

1. Scrap the coconut using a scraper. You can also use frozen grated coconut that is readily 

available in Indian stores.  

2. Boil the milk in a saucepan and allow it to condense over an oven till 2 liters is reduced to 

1 Â¼ liters, stirring intermittently.  

3. Make a rough paste of scraped coconut and sugar in a mixing bowl. 

4. Add Semolina/sooji to the paste and mix it well  

5. Heat 2 table spoon of ghee in a kadai or deep pan. Add the mix to the Kadai and roast 

the mix till it turns light brown and sticky. It will take around 15 to 20 minutes.  

6. Take the roasted mix in a dish and make small oval shaped globules while it is still hot. 

Then allow the balls to cool.  

7. Add these balls to the boiling milk along with cardamom. Boil the whole content for 2-3 

minutes and then take it off the stove.  Enjoy the Rashapuli! 

 

Chilli Chicken /Prawn Fried Rice – Sudatta Bhattacharya Mukherjee 
 

পূদজা মাদি িতুি জামা, িতুি জুদো, 

পড়াশুিা র্ন্ধ,পূদজা মাদি খাওোোওো, ঠাকুর 

ছেখা, কািফুদের েন্ধ।ছছাটদর্োদে দূেব াপূদজা 

মাদি আমার কাদছ একটা-ই পূদজা নছে, 

আমার মামার র্ানড়র পূদজা। ছছাটদর্ো ছথদক 

র্ড়দর্ো, আদমনরকা-ছে আসার আদে অর্নধ 

পূদজা র্েদে মামার র্ানড়র পূদজা ছাড়া 
র্াদরাোনর পূদজা সম্পদকব  ছেমি ধারিা 
নছেিা।  

পূদজার দু-নেি মাস আদে ছথদক জামা, 

জুদো, চুদের নক্লপ, ম্যানচিং ছিে-

পানেি, নেপনস্টক সর্ নকদি অদপক্ষা 

করোম কখি পিমী আসদর্, আনম র্ার্া-মা রওিা ছের্ র্ধমব াি ছথদক িানন্তনিদকেি-এর পদথ। আমরা েখি 

র্ার্ার চাকনর-সূদে র্ধমব াদি থাকোম, আমার ছেদির র্ানড় িানন্তনিদকেদি, আর মামার র্ানড় িানন্তনিদকেি ছথদক 

কুনড় নমনিট দূদর আনেেযপুর র্দে একটি গ্রাদম। িানন্তনিদকেদি আসার জন্য মি ছট্িট্ করদো মহােোর নেি 
ছথদক। র্ছদর হাদে ছোণা কদেকর্ার আসোম - ছোে, েরদমর ছুটি, পূদজার ছুটি,  ছপৌেদমো। োর মদধ্য 

দূেব াপূদজা সর্দচদে র্ড় আকেবণ নছে।চতুথী-র নেি স্কুদে ছুটি পড়দেই মদি একরাি আিে নিদে র্ানড় এদস 

ব্যাে গুনছদে, পিমী-র নেি সকাদে িানন্তনিদকেি এসদপ্রস ধদর প্রথদম িানন্তনিদকেদির র্ানড় ছপৌাঁদছ ছসখাি 
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ছথদক মামার র্ানড় চদে ছযোম। নেিদিা র্ছদরর-ও পুরদিা পূদজা, সারা র্ছর মামার র্ানড়দে ছকউ-ই 

থাদকিিা, কারণ চাকনর-সূদে সকদেই র্াইদর থাদকি, পূদজার সমে সকদেই ছুটিদে মামার র্ানড়দে আদসি, 

মামা-মামী, মানস-ছমদসা, িাই-ছর্াদিরা, মামার র্ানড় েম্েম্ কদর। পূদজার চারনেি হইহই কদর ছকদট যাে, 

সাদথ রকমানর খাওো-োওো, সপ্তমী-ছে মাছ, অষ্টমী-ছে লুনচ/সাবুর নখচুনড়, ির্মী-ছে মাছ, েিমী-ছে 

মািংস। এছাড়া েরম রসদোলা, ছর্াাঁদে, সকাদে েরকানর-মুনড়, ছর্াাঁদে-মুনড়। র্ীরভূদমর খর্ জিনপ্রে খার্ার মুনড়, 

ছযদকাদিা নকছু নেদেই মুনড় ছখদে পাদর র্দে প্রচনেে কথা আদছ। রানেদর্ো-ছে নরসা কদর প্যাদিদে প্যাদিদে 

ঠাকুর ছেদখ সর্াই নমদে র্াইদর ছকাদিা ছরস্টুদরদে ছখদে নিরোম। েখি িানন্তনিদকেদি ছর্নি ছরস্টুদরে নছেিা। 
িাে-র্ীনথ এর্িং ঘদর-র্াইদর এই দুদটা ছরস্টুদরে নছদো। ছসখাদি খর্-ই নেনমদটি কদেক-টা ছমনু জিনপ্রে 

নছদো। োর মদধ্য অন্য অদিক খার্াদরর সাদথ ফ্রাদেি-রাইস এর্িং নচনে-নচদকি খর্ ছখোম আমরা। পূদজার 

স্মৃনে-ছে এই দুদটা ছরনসনপ ছিোর করোম সকদের সাদথ। কদর ছেখদর্ি যনে িাদো োদে। 

প্রণ্ ফ্রাদেি-রাইস 

উপকরণ

 

 ১ কাপ্ র্াসমেী চাদের িাে র্ানিদে রাখা (িাে-টা আদের নেি র্ানিদে রাখা থাকদে িাদো হে),  

 ১ টা  ছছাদটা ছেঁোজ সরু কদর কাটা 

 রসুি-কুনচ ১/২ চা-চামচ 

 ১/২ টা কযাপ্নসকাম-কুনচ 

 ২ছটা নিম ছিদজ ছছাদটা ছছাদটা কদর ছকদট ছিওো, 

 ১ কাপ্ নচিংনড় মাছ নুি ছোেমনরচ নেদে িাজা 

 ছেঁোজকনে-কুনচ ৪ ছটনর্ে-চামচ,  

 সে-সস্ ৩ চা-চামচ 

 সাো-ছেে ৪ ছটনর্ে-চামচ 

 নুি ও ছোেমনরচ স্বাে-অনুযােী।  

প্রণােী
 

প্রথদম কড়াই-ছে সাো-ছেে নেদে োরমদধ্য রসুি-কুনচ নেদে হােকা িাড়াচাড়া কদর ছেঁোজ নেদে িাজদে হদর্। ছেঁোজ র্াোনম র্ণব 

হদে োদে এদক এদক কযাপ্নসকাম, পনরমাণ মদো নুি ছোেমনরচ নেদে আদে ছথদক ছিদজ রাখা নচিংনড় মাছ এর্িং সে-সস্ নেদে 

িাড়াচাড়া করদে হদর্ 
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এর্ার আদে ছথদক র্ানিদে রাখা িাে নেদে সর্নকছু একসাদথ নমনিদে িাজা নিম ও ছেঁোজকনে ছনড়দে েরম েরম 

পনরদর্িি করুি।  

নচনে-নচদকি 

  উপকরণ       ছগ্রনি-র উপকরণ 

ম্যানরদিিি: নচদকি (ছর্াি-ছেস/ছর্াি-সদমে) ২ পাউি 

 আো-রসুির্াটা ১-১/২ ছটনর্ে-চামচ 

 সে-সস্ ১ চা-চামচ 

 নচনে-সস্ ১ চা-চামচ 

 নুি ১ চা-চামচ 

 ১ টা নিম 

 ১ টা ছেবুর রস 

 কিবফ্লাওোর ৬ ছটনর্ে-চামচ।  

সর্নকছু একসাদথ মানখদে ৪০/৪৫ নমনিট ছরদখ নেদে হদর্।  

                                        

 

 

 

 

 ১ টা র্ড় ছেঁোজ ডুদমা ডুদমা কদর কাটা 

 টা র্ড় কযাপ্নসকাম ডুদমা ডুদমা কদর কাটা 

 নচনে-সস্ ২ ছটনর্ে-চামচ 

 সে-সস্ ২ ছটনর্ে-চামচ 

 টদমদটা-সস্ ৩ ছটনর্ে-চামচ 

 কাাঁচা-েঙ্কা ছচরা ৫/৬ টা 

 ছোটা-ছোেমনরচ ১/২ চা-চামচ 

 রসুি-কুনচ ১ চা-চামচ 

 ছেঁোজ কনে ৪ ছটনর্ে-চামচ 

 ছোেমনরচ ১ চা-চামচ 

 নচনি ১/২ চা-চামচ, নুি স্বাে-অনুযােী 

 নিপ্-ফ্রাই এর জন্য পনরমাণ-মদো সাো-ছেে ও 

রান্নার জন্য সাো-ছেে ৩ ছটনর্ে-চামচ।

প্রণােী
 

প্রথদম নচদকি নিপ-ফ্রাই কদর নিদে হদর্ োঢ় র্াোনম হওো অর্নধ।  

এর্ার ছেদে ছোটা-ছোেমনরচ ও রসুি-কুনচ নেদে হােকা ছিদড় োদে ছেঁোজ ও কযাপ্নসকাম নেদে হােকা র্াোমী কদর ছিদজ নচনে-

সস্, সে-সস্, টদমদটা-সস্, নুি স্বাে-মদো, নচনি ও ছোেমনরচ নেদে িাড়াচাড়া কদর িাজা নচদকি নেদে অল্প আঁদচ ৫/৬ নমনিট ছঢদক 

ছরদখ নেদে হদর্।এর্ার ঢাকিা খদে কাাঁচা-েঙ্কা এর্িং ১চা-চামচ কিবফ্লাওোর অল্প জদে গুদে নেদে নেদে হদর্।ফুদট উঠদে 

ছেঁোজকনে ছনড়দে েরম েরম ফ্রাদেি-রাইস এর সাদথ পনরদর্িি করুি। 
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Maasor Tenga (Tangy Fish Curry) -Snigdha Laskar 

 

Maasor Tenga (Tangy Fish Curry) is a light and tangy 

dish, and is one of Assam's signature preparations. The 

key ingredient in a tenga (sour) is the use of a souring 

agent which lends the dish a tart tangy taste. 

There are wide variety of souring agents that can be use 

to prepare this dish, ranging from the commonly 

available lemon, tomatoes or sour spinach or thekera 

(garcinia pendunculata). 

 

Ingredients

 

 6-8 pieces of river fish, preferable Rohu 

 3 ripe tomatoes, chopped 

 1 small potato boiled cut in pieces 

 ½   tsp fenugreek seeds 

 1 small onion chopped 

 1 1/2 tsp ginger-garlic paste 

 1 tsp cumin powder & 1 tsp turmeric powder 

 1-2 green chili or dry red chili    2 tsp lemon juice or as per taste 

 1   Extra mustard oil to fry the fish 

  3 tablespoon chopped coriander 

   Salt according to taste 

 

Method 

 

Sprinkle the fish pieces with half a teaspoon of the turmeric powder and salt and leave to 

marinate for twenty minutes. 

Heat oil in a deep pan set over medium heat and fry the fish until lightly browned  and just      

cooked through, keep aside. Heat one tablespoon mustard oil in a separate pan. Tip in the 

fenugreek seeds till it splatters. 

Add the green chilies and chopped onions, fry until it turns light brown. Now add turmeric 

powder and cumin powder and ginger- garlic paste followed by the chopped tomatoes and 

boiled potato. Stir well and cook until the tomatoes have started to mushy and release their 

liquid. 

Add salt and stir well. Gently slide in the fried fish pieces. Add water and lemon juice, cover it and 

simmer for ten minutes. Reduce heat and remove the cover, boil it for another 5 mins. 

 

Garnish with chopped coriander and turn off the heat, now serve with some steamed rice. 
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Colorado Songwala wishes you 

Shubho Bijoya. 

 

Keep beating to the rhythm of life. 
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